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visiting veterinarians, besides the regmillionaire
At the conclusion of the disserta and the entire custom house force
arrang striking Henwood down In the bar
V '.''.;'
ular force of about a hundred men al- tions, Preslednt Lowell left his seat will be removed by Ernesto
lo sail for America today has been room of the Brown Palace hotel, turn- quired.
"In the last few years, the disinSpecial Leased Wire to New Mexican) ed
(By
Madero,
r
ow ed his, back upon him, and that then fection of contaminated waters has
ready employed. The standard pre- unaer tne canopy of the stage of the effective July 1. Maes is succeeded
Atlanta, Ga., June 28. Federal obliged to postpone his departure
by
4,.a .Iwian will theater, and seating himself in the an Alonzo
ajtrlntlntla 4ni
J. Aspe, .collector at Porflrlo Judge Newman today denied the appli- ing to his very serious illness. He has Henwood began shooting. He argued made great strides and has actually
prevail, and each Infected animal must cient chair In which Harvard presi Diaz, now Piedras Negras. Naco and cation of Charles W. Morse for release submitted to seven slight surgical op that Henwood was in no Immediate lowered the death rate from intestinbe dipped twice In the dipping period dents have conferred degrees for two J Agua Prleta, Sonora, customs officials from the Federal prison here on a writ erations in as many days for an ao- - danger of his life, and therefore the al diseases wherever it has been
la
to tcleanie ft of the lnfectlo'
scess in his throat
centuries, awarded the degrees.
plea ot self defense could not stand.
ot habeas corpus.
win ue reuivvvu,
telllgently apvlled."
Special

of
The Conservation Commission
New Mexico met here yesterday and
outlined planj for future work. The
commission now is equipped to go
ahead and carry out the purposes for
which it 'was formed now that there
is a geologist at the University of
New Mexico, who is a member
of the commission as is the governor. The other members are
Luna, Attorney W. A. Fleming Jones of Las Cruces, and John
' of
Morrow, a well known attorney

Washington, D. C, June 28. Chair
man Smith says that he is working
earnestly to compromise the many
differences on the statehood bill to
prevent, if possible, any failure when
the report is made and also to present the making of any minority reports'. These reports .will not be presented before next week. Andrews is
supporting the Flood resolution as
amended as the quickest way to
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fastidious farmer would wish to see.
Crusade
"I am raising this grain on brand Is the Tuberculosis
new land," said Mr. Nipp yesterday,
Losing Ground?
for Biliousness "and the oats will run eighty bushels
to the acre while the barley makes a
Despite all the efforts beins made by
advocates of fresh air and
Mr.
bushels."
of
Nipp
showing
sixty
treatments, the number of new cases has
The Millions of Cascaret Users Never
has ten acres in o:us and six acres in not been noticeably decreased.
Know the Misery of Headache,
Write to us and ask to be referred to
barley and will grow more grain next Clergymen, Priests, men and women who
Coated Tongue or Sick
of
valtook
Eckman's Alterative and are today
year. He has about 200 acres
Stomach.
well and strong without a trace of tuber
land.
so by physicians.
ley
You know when you need Cascarets.
culosispronounced
Some of them took the Alterative 10
You feel a certain dullness and de
said they would
doctors
years ago when
ADVICE
not live 10 weeks.
pression perhaps the approach of a CHICAGO JUDGES
to yourself
be
fairer
Could
FOLKS.
TO MARRIED
DENVER BREAD
anythins
headache. You say, "I am bilious and
and those who love you and would do
to
health?
If you
restore
to
you
I must take something tonight." But
anything
Gathered in Di- are skeptical investigate us, our mediwhy do you waste the day? It is Ideas Which They
statements.
Write
advertised
our
cine
vorce Court But Which May
Loaf"
I Know In
to those who have sent in affidavits and
easy to keep at your best at all times
AlterEckman's
how
testimonials
Be
telling
if you'll do it. The way is to carry a
cured them. Here is one:
Judge Petit, who ative
Chicago, June
5323 Girard Ave., Philadelphia, Pa,
box of Cascarets with you. Take one
six
annual
Gentlemen: "In the winter of 1903, I
just completed his
TRY IT
just as soon as you need it. Then has
of Grippe, followed by
of had an attack later
made
mostly
weeks'
up
calendar,
Pneumonia and
by Consumption. I
the clouds rise at once.
concluworse.
to
the
In the winter of
come
divorce
has
steadily
grow
suits,
The need for Cascarets is a natural
I
had cough, night sweats, fever and
married 1904
of awful looking stuff
raised
need. Don't think that you are drug sion that parents of young
quantities
blame for fami- and later, I had many hemorrhages; at
We must get a laxa-- j people are largely to
ging yourself.
one time, three in three successive days.
troubles.
ly
became bo distasteful I
it
we
Milk and
don't gat
tive some way. If
foremost could keep eggs
mother-in-law- s
are
"The
nothing down. Three physithrough exercise and through proper
me.
I was ordered to the
treated
"
said the judge. "1 cians
vr,iiTita1na hut tUA Tint P"rt Rfkman'S Al- food, we must get it otherwise. Casmothers ana torative was recommended by a friend.
for
all
reverence
have
carets are the next best way.
1 had the
summer resorts, win After taking a small quantity
for weeks. My
Ask your doctor about it. He will motherhood, but
first
sleep
night's
quiet
blamed
be
can
the first.
Improvement was marked fromand
tell you that the day of the violent ter resorts and flat life
appeI gained strength and weight
such as calomel, pills, for many divorces.
tite. I never had another hemorrhage and
purgatives,
enuntil
No.
40.
Should
lessened
Together.
Stay
Couple
my cough gradually
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone
salts, castor oil and cathartics, is past.
I am perfectly welU Every"It is bad for husband and wife to tirely gone. here
my
verified
can
be
This Is the day of the gentle In mediby
I say
be separated by trips away from thing
family and friends."
TICKETS WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES. cine, the natural, the pleasant. Cas- home.
Annie
JLoughran.
Floyd
WE GIVE REGISTER
(Signed Affidavit)
carets act just as certain foods act
Eckman's Alterative cures Bronchitis,
and Lung
"My advice to husbands who wish Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat cured
just as exercise acts on the bowels
cases
Ask for booklet of
Affections.
s
this:
on the liver. Get a 10 cents box and to avoid divorce
an writ tn the Eckman Laboratory,
"Don't quote mother."
take one now.
Philadelphia, Pa., for additional, evidence.
and
"Call up your wife while at busi- For Sale by all leading druggists
Zook's Pharmacy in banta te.
by
and
that
she
and
how
ness
is,
ask
WHY HE FAILED.
you called her up just to hear her
He circled in a little sphere,
RAILROAD SURVEY
With islouching steps, at careless voice.
THROUGH MESILLA VALLEY.
of candy. One
box
a
her
"Bring
ease;
in.
is
interested
she
new
of
books
the
He saw the Bame old ragged trees
El Paso & Southwestern is Making
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
Put forth their leaves, year after year; A flower even if it is faded, and you
Reconnoisance From El Paso to
CAKES
A
PUFFS
street.
off
the
have picked it up
FRESH EVERY
He envied those who went away
Elephant Euttes Dam.
pretty pin or handkerchief.
To journey over distant seas;
The Southwestern railroad surveyNever Stop Courting.
With trousers sagging at the knees.
of Engineer James
"And don't ever lay your head on ing party in charge
He went his round from day to day.
Henning, is now in the chain of valwithout
at
having
night
your pillow
between El Paso and the Eledone something to gain and obtain a leys
He did the things he had to do,
Butte damsite.
Surveys are
phant
firmer hold on your wife's love.
Content to leave all else undone;
being made of these valleys includ- the Mesilla, Rincon and other val
He studied only how to shun
PHONE 191 BLACK
"M least once a month meet her! jS
The paths that were untried and down town and take her to dinner and leys alone the Rio Grande with a
view of determining the possibilities
new;
the theater.
of a railroad line from El Paso to
He envied those who dared to gain
"Don't ever stop courting, for as the Elephant Butte dam, to connect
The triumphs waiting to be won;
soon as you do some other man will with the Southwestern system there.
Unhappy working In the sun,
begin.
It could not even be called a pros"Make your wife your companion.
When the dry spell comes He looked for shelter from the rain.
pect," General Manager H. J. Simher out with you and when mons said Monday. "The party is in
this summer you will need He watched the clock and rested you"Take
have to have a big time take the field simply to obtain data as to
when
vour wife alone, and the divorce evil the location or the cost and probable
a gasoline engine to run He heard
the whistle start to blow; will be lessened.
returns from a line, the creation of
his luck and longed
your pump and save your He mourned
Instructions for Wives.
which is entirely in the future." '
to
know
"For the wives I should advise:
crops. When these en Why fortune favored other men;
"Don't nag or scold or whine.
Woman Fined for Kissing.
Connected tO With features strange to cheerfulness "Don't quote father.
be
Can
Miss Ella Dunne, a beautiful young
are not DUmDinp:
they
r
He moved with slouching steps
a
"Pet your husband; he is only
woman, seized with a desire to kiss
cheaper
and slow,
anv other machine and will run
bis kid.
every man she passed, was arrested at
Beholding others come and go,
"Meet him at the door with a smile. Columbus, Ohio, after she had kissed
running it by hand power.
And hating those who won success.
"Dress as carefully as you did when six pedestrians. The seventh resisted
S. E. Kiser, In Record-Herald- .
You can have complete information and price
he came courting.
so vigorously that the row attracted
Wear the color he likes you in and the police anJ ghe was arrested and
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying
the stvle o gwn- fined 1 5 fnr heine- an "nsoulomaniac."
Have something in the way of
to the agent.
STATE
AROUND THE
surprise dish for dinner.
FRANK F. GORMLEY,
"Read the papers and magazines State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas county. ss.
be your husband's intellectual
and
Phone Black 6619
Las Vegas Elks Flourishing.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that be
Santa Fe, N. M.
equal.
The Las Vegas Elks last evening
up with him in any special Is senior partner of the firm of P. J.
"Keep
o
voted on forty-twapplications.
Cheney & Co., doing business in the
line of work.
City of Toledo, County and State aforeEncourage his hobby.
Fined $20 for Swearing.
said, and that said firm will pay tbe
Should Keep Troubles to Self.
Logan Tompkins was fined $20 at
Be sympathetic and do not tell sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
Albuquerque yesterday for swearing. him all the troubles of the day; he each and every case of Catarrh that
has had his own, more significant and cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
Sudden Death of Merchant Tom
important individually than all yours Catarrh Cure.
C. Long, for 30 years a merchant at
FRANK J. CHENEY.
put together.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
Hillsboro, Sierra county, died
Keep his clothes in order, a clean
in my presence, this 6th day of Decemhouse and good food.
Your husband is then yours for ber, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
Killed By Swallowing Postage Stamp. ever and ever. No chorus girl or pret
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD..
A seventeen year old girl choked to ty stenographer can take him away (Seal)
Notary Public.
Cure is taken internon a postage stamp at Geneva, from you. But keep him, or someCatarrh
Kail's
death
in
and
bulk
&
seeds
field
arden
package
All kinds of flowers, f
ALFaLFA SEED.
'Switzerland.
She coughed as she body else will snap him up and make ally and acts directly on the blood and
licked "a stamp and it flew into her him think she and she alone ever did mucous surfaces of the system. Send
Fe
in
Santa
house
The only exclusive grain
for testimonials free.
throat.
or will .understand him."
F. J. CHENEY & CO, Toledo, O.
Still More Advice.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Assaulted Fire Chief.
The spoon that stirs the soup is the
Jose Vaio has been arrested at Al symbol of domestic felicity, and thej Take Hall's Family Pills for consti-buquerque
assaulting Fire Chief hushand should learn to use it as well pation,
Phone Black Jacob Klein.for The
(Phone Black
latter has a beau as the wife, said Municipal Judge!
45
tiful blue eye as the result of the Goodnow when he was called on to 4&zH&$ZH&4Z&&4&&4&&4&426
45
affray.
censure a man who, unable to cook, j
W. H. KERR
had forced bis wite to arise at :3U
J

'Cascarets' Best

The Little Store

Established

1856.

190.

Incorporated

LADIES' AND MEN'S UNDERWEAR

MUNSING UNION SUITS

-

"The Best

1

Every

GRO

ER

II

J

i

trouble-makers,-

i

i

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

Please and satisfy everybody
Buy them now!
will like them. Keep cool in Munsing Wear !
MEN'S AND BOYS' B. V. D.'S PORUS KNIT UNDERWEAR,

Fine in Quality and Perfect Fitting, Durable and Elastic, All
a
a
sizes in ah styles ior aii Ages.
a

1

:

:

j

&

t
i

RETAIL

j

LEO HERSCH

AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
rnp liiners
is a good chef himself, and is proud "one us, we will De giao to can ior
your laundry on Monday and Tues- 0f Jt
"The man that can't cook shouldn't lays and deliver on Thursdays ana
think of getting married," said Judge Fridays.
All work is guaranteed; your socks
Goodnow. "He is a pitiable object.!
Let the June bride beware of her hus-- 1 are mended and buttons sewed en
band if he cannot toss the piping flap- - your shirts without extra charge.
jack or coax the flavor from the car- PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
rot to the soup.
"The engaged girl usually does not
consider in her beautiful dream of
things as they should be the drowsy
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
breakfast time. That's where the
husband's business of cooking comes
La Salle
in.
"Let him jump cheerily from bed,
CliAS. GANN, Prop.
tell the wife to snuggle comfortably in
Telephone 11.
the blankets and then let him go down
and turn out a mess for himself and Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
wind up by carrying her a cup of
Regular Meals 25 Cents
.
chocolate before he hikes for the 7:15.
Short Order at all Honrs
Don't you see that her harmless illuBOARD BY THE WEEK $6.00
sions will thrive and help their married life?
Trench Noodle Order 20c a tah
Murder and Suicide Trying to kill
"I'm a mamma boy, if that's what
New York Ghof) Bwf 60c;
his son and daughter, aged 20 and lb it is, and I'm proud of it."
years respectively, jGranville Johns,
aged 50, at Richmond, Virgine, acci-

Will Collect Poll Tax.
The board of education at Las Cruces. determined to collect $1,300 of
poll tax still due, has given peremp'
tory instructions to its. collector to
collect or to sue. Thus far he has
ten months. They have hundreds of turned in only $400 of poll tax.
Checkering Bros.
satisfied customers in New Mexico
Bush and Lane.
Gun Play at Carlsbad.
and Arizona.
Co.
John Walker ' was shot by John
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and Hart at Carlsbad over an old dispute
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano and also had his Jaw broken with
the butt end of the weapon. Mrs.
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lln-dema- n
Co. will meet every customer Walker then struck Hart over the
Milton and the World Famous Cecillan
head with a rock. Walker and Hart
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way In making
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat- will recover.
This firm has purchased over six! isfactory business transaction, not on
Elopement Then Divorce.
.car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
Mrs. Lillian Blossom has brought
LEARNARD-LINDEMANCO.
suit at Denver to annul the marriage
N
o! her
daughter to
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established 1900
old Elmer Schwab. The young coupie
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO.
had eloped and kept their wedding a
secret for 14 minths..
Learnard-Llndeman-

PIANOS

n

Jesse-Frenc-

R.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

mine run coal

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
V V V V W w

Zook's Pharmacy
P ho n e

R. T. Viet
dentally killed
Johns had
and then shot himself.
been angered at bis children because
they had gone to the theater despite
his command not to do so.
What Farmers Can Do,
That the Central Rio Grande valley will grow the best grain on ?artU
was again demonstrated
yesterday
r
when J. B. Nipp, who has a ranch
miles north of Albuquerque, brought
in a bunch of oats five feet high and
a bunch of barley four feet high and
left the samples for the populace to
gaze upon. They are as fine specimens of these two grains as the most
fo-i-

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

36

COME TO 8EE US AND WE WILL SHOW YOU MANY CAMP
NECESSITIES.
HAVE YOU A STRONG KNIFE, A POCKET AXE OR WATERPROOF MATCHBOX?
BUY YOUR OWN GUN AND THINGS; DON'T BORROW.
OUR LINE OF OUTING HARDWARE WILL MAKE YOU HAVE
A BULYY FINE TIME.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

PIANOS

Phone

:

:

:

:

than

it

WHOLESALE

r

v50Ci73

j

s

jK

SELIGMAN BROS. CO.,
P. O. Box, 219.

LOUS NAPOLEON
Groceries and Delicatessen

r

You

1

wwVw

W W W

w

W W

a

m tn trot hio. nrenKrasr.

i

j

Restaurant

Hay Fever and Summer

Golds

MU8T BE RELIEVED QUICKLY
AND WE RECOMMEND

Imperial Laundry

Foley's Honeyand Tar For Best
Laundry Work
Compound
For quick an1 definite results.

Tw7

Basket leaves Monday and
For MEASLES' COUGH, for the COUGH
umi3 Thursday and Friday.
for
that follows CCAHI.ET FEVER,
CROUP. WHOOPING COUGH, for
"" AT O. K. BARBER SHOP.
AST HMATJ.C CONDITIONS, or a cough
of whatever origin, including CHRONIC
UKst. F. Ok BROWN, AOBNT
COUGHS of ELDERLY PEOPLE, use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound ;- - Ud No. S3 Phone Red No. M
For sale by all drvsgists.
V

VVVVV

tvgr

ym

w

YOU

WITH US
ARE

NOT

oal

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Screened

It

Phone 14

Wood

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

!S2Ef.r7ES?.
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone 85

85

A

CUSTODIER

HERE,

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and RancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

CAD C AI C

lUll JAIX

Modern Residences for Rent.

103

R M. JONES.

Palace Ave..

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL

UP

'Phone

9

CHAS. CL0S50N

When in Need of Anything
in tbe LIVERY LINE.
Drivers Furnished.

Don Gasps Ave.

V V VV V '

?

YOU. SHOULD

,

Your

We offer you only the HIGHEST CLAS5 OF OOODS whether it be seriously
The quality we uphold. We use
needed DRUOS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.
the most careful methods In catering to your pleasure to make every deal a satisfacs
tory one. ANY DRUG OR MEDICINE YOU GET HERB 15 RIGHT. : : : t

IF

If Its Hardware We Have

i

It is not merely a' question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.

213

Phone 14.

'

i

WVWWWWWwwwwwvwvV

?

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Zook's Pharmacy

Phone
213

DE.

ft
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WOOD'YS HACK LINE

0RRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both

North

South

Bound Trains.

VERDICT.

the Iioy Scouts of America asking
if there is any
if that organization uses part of the Boy Scout
work. Of course, there is none, and
i: seems likely mat within a short
time the Boy Scout work will be taktn
Swollen glands about the neck,
up by Boys Brigades in California and
abscesses,
pale, waxy complexions
;n

1

.

Urinary disorders corrected.
Santa Fe people add their testi- -

.

t--

-

'J

J

'

W Zy

'

V.-- .

.,r,

six

a

other states throughout the country.

EXTENSIVE GOVERNMENT SUR
VEYS ARE PLANNED.

J

S

"

i-

Areas in All Parts of the Country Be
ing Mapped by the United

States.
The broad and comprehensive work
of the United Slates Geological Survey in the single phase of its activi
ties embraced in topographic mapping
is strikingly shown by the issuance,
during a single week in Juue, o? v- topographic maps covering widely
scattered areas possessing equally
diverse character. The areas survey
ed include regions of bold relief com
bined with great aridity practically
desert country with few if any human habitations; others comprising
flat, rich farming country, thickly
settled and populous; others highly
mineralized and contributions largely

FARE SSr S5.00

'

contracts..

Charles W. Dudrow

States.
Remember the name
take no other.

Doan's

criss-crosse- d

1

Cold Pure Spring

Water
$15 a Week

and Mora Rivers, Holy Qhost, Willow and Bear Creeks
Write Pecos

copper-productio-

The Boy Scouts of America are receiving practical instruction in First
Aid to the injured under the direction
of the American Red Cross Society.
While the Scouts in different towns
have been taught by local doctors
something about the uses of bandages
in emergency surgical cases,
and
what to do for fainting and similar
cases, there is being carried out now a
systematic instruction of the Boy
Scouts. The Red Cross Society has
entered enthusiastically Into the sug
gestion of the leaders of the scout
movement to train the boys in First
Aid work.
Throughtout the West
much work already has been accomplished and glowing reports have been
received as to the successful training
of the boys.
The American Red Cross Society is
accustomed to send a corps of surgeons, physicians and nurses in a car

Best of Beds

Telegraph Glorieta

to the nation's output of
metals;
others containing swamps; and others
by a multitude of highways, roads, and steam and electric
transportation lines.
The most striking of these maps is
lierhaps the "Calumet special" topoMBMj. J
graphic map, covering an area in
in the heart of the Lake SuWHO
MARRIED
WAS
TODAY. Michigan
perior
region
which last year contributed, according
to
the figures of the Geological Surfrom the Boy Scout work in Porto
vey. 221,162.984 pounds of refined copRico.
This map
You have no idea," he said, "the per, valued at $28,12o,79S.
also shows a considerable area ct
great amount of good that the Boy
Scout organization has done in Porto swamp lard, some of which at least
Rico. Our troops consist of two Por- may be reclaimed by drainage.
Contrasted with this is the map of
to Rican boys to one American boy.
The boys are taught to salute their the Meadows quadrangle, in Idaho, inflag, to learn the American National cluding part of the Weiser National
hymn, and to know something about Forest, to the east of which lies the
the American ideals of citizenship broad, fertile valley of the North Fork
The Porto Rican boys are learning of Payette river, known as Long Valthings about America that they don't ley, a floor almost as flat as a board
get in school, and the school teach- and from 5 to 7 miles wide. This
lers, though Americana, hesitate in river heads in Payette Lake and furemphasizing too strongly the Ameri nishes water for the irrigation of
can ideals. The Boy Scout movement large tracts of fine agricultural land.
Another contrast is shown by the map
however, is doing this and the Porto
Rican lads are carrying their knowl of the Tanneytown
quadrangle, sur
edge right into their homes and al veyed in cooperation with the states
for of Pennsylvania and Maryland. This
ready there is greater respect
America. It seems to ine that if the quadrangle is traversed in its northNational Organization send a field sec ern portion by Mason and Dixon's line
retary to the island to organize troops and is one of the old settled
it would be a practical educational of southern Pennsylvania and portions
north
work and would bring untold benefits ern
it includes many
Maryland,
to the country."
points of historic interest; it was
Shaffer has become so exceedingly probably fought over, foot by foot,
interested in the Boy Scout work that first between the red men and the
he is eager to remain in this country earliest
pioneers and later between
and become a worker In the' organiza the white factions.

Death of Child The five months
old child of Mr. and Mrs. Andres Me- drano, in precinct No. 18, died this RED CROSS SOCIETY
morning of stomach trouble. The
TEACHES BOY SCOUTS
funeral will take place tomorrow aft
ernoon at 1:30 o'clock from the cathe
dral. Interment will be in Rosario Corps of Surgeons, Physicians and
Nurses Traveling Throughout
cemetery. Mulligan and Rising are
( the funeral directors.
the Country.

Best of Food

Pecos

r 'J

I

Open May 15th for the Fishing Season

.

New Mexico Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by. United States War
as "Distinguished Institution." Army officers detailed by War

Sfi

f

SENATOR FRANCIS E. WARREN,

(Old Sparks Ranch)

Invalids

1

and

THE VAUQHAN RANCH
No

throughout the country. This car tion.
stops in various towns along the rail- Luther Burbank and the New Manual.
road over which It travels and the
Hundreds of letters have been redoctors give practical lectures. Under j ceived at the National Headquarters
the arrangement made at the sugges-- of the Boy Scouts of America prais- Department
tion of the Boy Scouts of America ing the new manual.
Luther
Through Academic course, preparof Boy Scouts meet the car at j bank, famous horticulturist
writes:
business
or
men
for
college
young
ing
each town and the boys receive sev
me manual is so complete ana so
life Great amount of open air work.
eral hours of training. In many in much according to my own ideas of
Healthiest location of any Military
stances Scouts have tramped miles to what the boys should have placed beSchool in the Union. Located in the
meet the car and to. get this valuable fore them and Jhe discipline which
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
training. The boys everywhere have they should receive, that it seems un- of the West at an elevation of 3700
been
eager for the instruction. Dr. necessary to make any suggestions.
feet above sea level, sunshine every
M. J. Shields, who is in charge of the Personally, I hope the military spirit
day, but little rain or enow during the
Red Cross Car traveling throughout j wiI1 be excluded wholly from the
season.
.
the West and South, writes to the Na- - movement. We have plenty of hered- Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
tional
Headquarters of the Boy Scouts iiary tendencies towards war without
all graduates from standard eastern
of
America
that he is greatly pleased placing any encouragement In that diTen buildings, throughly
colleges.
with the success of his work among rection with the young people. This,
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
however, I think is accordincr to the
the Scouts.
In all respects.
spirit of the movement. The move"At
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
Austin, Texas," he writes, "We ment is a
splendid one and is in the
gave two meeting to the Scouts, the
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
right direction to interest the boys in
local
command
and
the
Scouts
Temple
j. f. whit;, Treasurer.
right thinking and right action. May
who were on a 'hike.'
At San An- the Boy
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
Scouts of America increase
tonio
we
a
had
and W. A. FINLET.
splend.a meeting, and and prosper." Ernest K. Coulter,
had a Mr. Butler. Scout Master from
For particulars and illustrated caworkej among boys, writes: "The
Floresville, who spent the. whole day book will not only
talogues address:
inspire the boys,
with
us
I
aid.
first
will
meet but contains so much of practical
learning
COL. JaS. W. WILLSON,
a detail here but the majority of the worth
that I am going to use it on my
Superintendent
Scouts are away at camp. The Scout fishing
trip this. summer."
Masters and the Scouts ere very apDr. William Leland Stowell of New
and
preciative
compliment the Red
.. Cross and myself on the practical way York City, says: "I wonder at its wide
n
scope, its feasibility where suggesthat we explain first aid to them."
tions are made, its success in awakenThe red cross car is scheduled to
ing a spirit of scientific observation,
make a trip of 90,000 miles in one year. the clearness of knots in
ropes in the
It is being hauled free by the different early chapter and equal clearness of
railroads as the value of such training history and citizenship in the last, its
is appreciated thoroughly.
high moral tone throughout. My boys
Gifford Pinchot Organizing Troop.
it
(five years in camp) pronounce
Successor to B. P. Williams
Gilford Pinchot former forester if 'great,'
just what every boy wants
the United States is making arrange- and no more,' 'the most perfect yet,'
ments to organize a troop of Boy and they know boys' books well."
Scouts of America in Milford, Pa. He New York Philanthropist Takes Up
D
spends the summers in that place, and
Work.
since going there recently he has tak
Mornay Williams, lawyer and philanen a greater interest than, usual in the thropist of New York, has become i
I have purchased the entire stock of horses &
boys about town. By careful observa- terested in the Boy Scout movement
equipment formerly
tion he has realized that the boys can and is a member of the National Counowned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as. a FIRST
be helped greatly through the 8oy cil of the Boy Scouts of America.
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or nifht
Scout movement. He feels that they Thought Mr. Wiliams Is a busy man,
can have more fun, learn many prac being chairman of tue New York
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will
tical things and be influenced greatly Child Labor committee, vice chairman
endavor to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
in a moral way through the Scout ac- of the Layman's Missionary Movement
tivities. In a letter to James B, West, and members of the executive comlt-et- e
our patronage.
:
:
::
::
executive secretary of the Boy Scouts
of
of the Prisoners Association
of America, he says: "I am wonder- New York state as well as being enAT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST
ing whether you could not help me to gaged In many other activities, he
get a Scout Master for two or three highly approves of the Boy Scout work
who will take hold of the and is giving some of his time to it.
Phone 139 Red
sania re, n.m a months
things, organize e camp, and see If we Concerning the new manual, he says:
could not help a lot of these boys "I write to
express my very warm and
break away from some of the bad in hearty approval of the handbook. It
fluences with which they have been seems to me to be an
exceptionally
surrounded and strengthen the right good piece of work, clear cut and conof
side things pt the same time."
cise, sound and helpful."
Wants More Boy Scouts in Porto Rico. Brigades Engage in Scout Activities.
H. E. Shaffer, Scout Commissioner
Because of the wide appeal of the
of Porto Rico, has appealed to . the
Boy Scout activities, leaders of variboard
of
executive
the Boy Scouts, of ous other boys' organizations, while
SANTA. FE, N. M, TO
America for a field secretary to carry
still
their own independence
oi the work of organizing Scout troops are retaining various parts of the Boy
adopting
the island. He wants the
- - - $50.35
Scout work. Such a plan is approved
Buffalo,- - - $64.95 throughout
Boy Scout movement extended ' be I
cause he says It will help in the thoroughly by the leaders of the Boy
movement. While it is believed
- 44.35
of the Porto Means. Scout
Louis,- Denver,!- - - - 21.10 Americanization
Such work will aid Porto Rlcana in be that much better results would heamong the boya by havcoming thoroughly
acquainted " with accomplished
011X7 one
organization
yet the
ing
American
becoming'
institutions
New
76.35
and
18.15 more embued with
the ideals of Amer leaders of the Boy Scouts are glad
ican institutions. The results will be to have any other organization adopt
parts of the Boy Scout work.
75.95
16.35 helpful to tothe United States govern- various
l,
ment and
commercial interests as In fact, General Sir Ribert
;
originator of the English
well.?"
MANY OTHER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN
Shaffer, who arrived in this country movement developed the Boy Scout
LOW RATES TO
It could be
THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO a few weeks ago to attend the tenth work with the ideain that
tb T M- - c A- annual reunion of his clasa at Prince-- ' ukn UP
by8
ton, has been working among the Boy the BoTS Brigade and similar organl-Scout- s
. LIBERAL LIMITS AND STOP OVER PRIVILEGES.
more than a year down in zationa, That idea is carried out in
For further particular, see any Santa Ft Agent. "''
Porto Rico, when he appeared at the the American organization, v The
Headquarters he was very ifornla branch, of the "United Boys'
It- S. LUTZ, Ajent,
SANTA FE, N.
enthusiastic over the resulta obtained Brigade of America" has written, to
i

Bur-troop- s

i
i
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IRA MORGAN

L

FOB SCROFULA
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Based on Evidence of Santa Fe People
Grateful thousands tell it
How weak backs were made strong,
Weak kidneys made well

i mony.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival at
They gladly praise Doan's Kidney
the north bound train and arrive at Pills.
Taos at 7 p. m.
For quick relief and lasting cures.
Santa Fe evidence is now complete.
Ten miles shorter than any otter
Santa Fe testimony is confirmed;
Good covered hack and good
Reports of early relief substantiated.
teams.
"Cures doubly proved by test of
En-xTJa.la.er Aexa. to Static J?,i
time.
Let a Santa Fe citizen speak.
Manuel Delgado, 140 Canon
St.,
Santa Fe, N. AL, says:
"The public statement I gave In favor of Doan's Kidney Pills in 1902
We Have Built Up
still holds good.' For four or five
years I was subject to attacks of
backache which were 30 severe at
times that I was unable to work. I
tried various remedies said to be
cures for troubles such as I had, but
nothing benefited me until I procured
Doan's Kidney Pills. They promptly
a
proved their worth and effected
cure which has been permanent. My
experience with Doan'2 Kidney Pills
that I gladly
has been so gratifying
'
recommend them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co.,
cents. Foster-Mllbur-n
Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

WE HANDLE LUMBER
In large quantities and have every
modern facility for furnishing the
very best rough or dressed
Lumber
of every description. We art thus
enabled to make the very best prices
for Lumber of such high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on yonr
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Chicago,

St.

York,

Boston,

Colorado Sp'gs,
Pueblo,

Baden-Powel-

:V"----

-

J

f'od by swiftly running streams and
crw;ks which empty into Co;il river
and Kanawha river and suggest many
&U'S for water power.
The area is
one of innumerable ravines and g"ir?e3
with torrential orcek beds. It 13 in
the very heart of the Wfst Virginia
coal field and is known to be under
lain by vast stores of coal.
Maps Complete in Detail-- ,
In all these maps every physical
characteristic of the country 3 faithfully depicted the hills, the slopes,
the valleys, the streams, the flats, and
the tablelands. Nor are the works of
man neglected; every town and hamlet, even many farm houses, every railroad and highway, whether dirt or ma-cadamized, every canal, dam, mine,
quarry, or tunnel all the works of
man are shown in their correct posi- -'
tions. These seven maps, while representing in the aggregate about 2,20)
square miles of territory, are but small

At
ver, with little or no vanadium.
the c( nter and at the north end, lead
vanadates occur, esiedally in tho
(ttrc-mnorth of the district, which received little attention, as these ores
ran comparatively low in silver.
leasers have been working the
fint'3 from these dumps and I have

1

,'

obtained the following assays from
their products: Headings, vanadium,
07i) per txrtit; lead, 4 per cent; silver,
C17.C oz.
These leasers, with one
small Jig, run by a
p. gasolene engine, are making a poor saving, but by
running through a considerable tonnage, obtain a product high in silver
at the expense of the lead and vanadium. They sell their product In El
Vcso, where no pay is received for
the vanadium.
MANY

AUTOISTS COMING
HERE, JULY 4TH.

map of the tmted States which the
which
making an effort
Lnited States Geological Survey .s committee
automoblle8 t0
of
QWnerg
printing as fast as the country is sur- - ' come tQ SanU F
4th an(J enJoy
j
A1
the
veyed by
topographers.
j bnxws aD(J
DriIlant
-

1,1

'

n 'i ir 'i n t hoc fjji i. i v rw i

enati'Ar.

frATrt

one-thi-

!

1

silver-minin-

Fourth of July
Celebration at Santa Fe

DE VARGAS PAGEANT
Races, Base Ball and Other

Games Band Concerts

Trigg counties.
Underlain by Coal Beds.
In the adjoining state of West Vir
ginia the Peytona quadrangle has been
surveyed in cooperation with the Etate,
and the map shows an area almost
completely mountainous but diversi- -

Fireworks and Grand Ball in Evening
Parade of Boy Scouts, Firemen, Automobiles and various Civic and Military

51 SPECIAL
RATE

SPECIAL

MY

RATE
One Fare for RoundTrip

DAUGHTER

MlJ

Tickets on sale at Santa Fe Stations, July

One Fare for Round Trip
2,

i&

.

WAS CURED

4, Good Returning
. Until July 5

Further particulars may be be had from local agent The
& Santa Fe Railway.

Atchison, Topeka

S. LUTZ, Agent, SANTA FE, N. M

By Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
Baltimore, Md. "I send you here-wit- h
the picture of my fifteen year old
uaugnier uve, w 110
was restored to
health by Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. She
was pale, with dark

circles

under

her

eyes, weak and irritable. Two different

'

EAST..,

weak eyes, running sores and
and frail, poorly developed
systems, are the most usual ways in which Scrofula is manifested.
In some cases the blood is so filled with the scrofulous germs that
from birth the disease shows its presence. In other cases it is held in
check during young, vigorous life, but when the system begins to
weaken, especially after a spell of sickness, the disease will often
manifest itself in some form.
S. 5. 5. is Nature's perfect cure for
Scrofula, made entirely of healthful roots, herbs and barks, a perfectly
safe medicine for young or old. 5.5.5. goes into the circulation, and
drives out all scrofulous matter, and supplies the blood with the
healthful, vigorous qualities it is in need of. In this way it builds up
weak, delicate persons and makes them stronz and healthv. 5.5.5.
cures Scrofula because it is the most perfect of a!! blood purifiers.
Book on the Blood and medical advice free.
5. 5. 5. is for sale at
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
drugstores.

sheets have been Issued by the survey,
a number of motorists, some
of the I quite
covering more than
to come, some saying they
promising
United States.
.
:i,
r .i
JMlnn.
i win u tuvy call, auui uljjci. utcwius
J
for them to
will
that
be
it
impossible
VANADIUM IN OLD SILVER
home at that time for a variety
MINES OF NEW MEXICO. leave
of reasons.
One gentleman writes from Las
(By Paul A. Larsh in Mining and Enthe
Vegas and takes exception to
gineering News. )
statement in the letter sent out that
The old Georgetown
district in Grant county, N. II., famous Santa Fe will be the only cool spot on
for its silver production 25 years ago, New Mexico, for he says there are
is again attracting attention through plenty of cool places around Las
the vanadium ores discovered in the Vegas.
dumps and mines. The district comAmong those who have written Mr.
prises about 500 acres and it is said Moulton are Hugo Seaberg of Raton;
that 50 miles of underground work has R. W. Isaacs of Clayton; F. H. Pierce
been done in it.
of Las Vegas; George W. Hickox of
The dumps contain about 250,000 Albuquerque and T. C. Tillotson and
Reminder of a Pioneer.
tons of workable vanadium-silve- r
ores, Attorney James M. Dye of Roswell.
Another map of interest is that of and the mines where
accessible show
the Hennepin quadrangle, surveyed these ores in place. The ore in the
If you want anything on earth tn
in cooperation with the state of Illisouth end of the district is high in sll a New Mexican Want Ad.
nois. This map shows a portion of
Illinois river and the town and county
of Hennepin, named from the early
Jesuit missionary Father Hennepin,
who is stated to have recorded the operation of the first "cole mine" in
America in 1679, near what is now Ottawa, in La Salle county, 111. This
map also sows the location of the
large zinc smelter plant at Dupue.
The northern part of the quadrangle
is rolling prairjie country, traversed
by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
railroad and well dotted on the map
with farmsteads.
The map of the Monticello quadN0T LIKE OTHERS. BUT SAFE AND SHNE
rangle, mostly in Sullivan county, N.
Y., surveyed in cooperation with that
state, shows a country traversed by
Neversink River, which has cut its
course through a deep canyon.
Down in Kentucky the Federal top
with the
ographers in
state, in 1909, surveyed the area in
cluded in the Dawson Springs portions
of Hopkins, Christian, Caldwell, and

--

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

liiXlUHLJ rLHlZLl LUHL

doctors treated her
and called it Green

tf.M wh s'?

Sickness, but she
frrew worse all the

time. LvdiaE.Pink- ham's Vegetable Compound was rec
ommended, and after takinj? three bot
tles she has regained her health, tnanKS
to your medicine. I can recommend it
for all female troubles." Mrs. L. A.
Corkban, 1103 Rutland Street, Baltimore, Md.
Hundreds of such letters from moth- ers expressing their gratitude for what
d
,ydta is. nnKhanrs vegetame
has accomplished for them have
been received by the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine company. .Lynn, Mass.
Young1 Girls, Heed This Advice.
Girls who are troubled with painful
or irregular periods, backache, headache, dragging-dow- n
sensations, fainting spells or indigestion, should tako
immediate action and be restored to
health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. Thousands have been
restored to health by its use.
jom-ioun-

Write to Mrs. Pinkbam, Lynn,
for advice, free. , ,

Blase

,
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FUNERAL DIRECTORS
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Picture Framing Tastefully and
Satisfactorily Done.

ROSWELL

AUTO CO.,

ROSWELL, N. M.

Carrying the XT. 8. mall and pasBaggage allowance 100 lbs.
te
senger between Vanghn, N. II, and each
regular ticket, excess baggage
N.
Roswell,
M, connecting wltn tbi at the rate of 5.00
per hundred lba
El Paso ft Southwestern and Rock IsWe are equipped to carry any kind
land Railroads and the Atchison, Toof trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
peka ft Santa Fe Railroad.
leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. nu. ar- Special rates are given for excurrive In Roswell at 2:00 p. tn.
for eight or more passengers.
Leaves Roswell at 12:80 a. n, ar- sions,
For
further
information, write the
rive la Vanghn at 5:30 p. m.
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.

J W. STOCKARD,

MANAGEF
.if.
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
XXiily, six months, by mail
25
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Dally, per month, by carrier... .75
65 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
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It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico.
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CUNlONlfe.'lLABEP'

THE DAY WE CELEBRATE.
There is nothing new under the
sun. In the Centennial year of 1S7G,
Santa Fe had a Fourth of July cele- bration that included a grand parade,
patriotic floats, speech making, banand
dances
Indian
Pueblo
oueting,
band concert and various oth- er accessories. The account of the
celebration fills a 64 page pamphlet
was printed in honor of the oc-and which alone must have
cost almost as much as Santa Fe will
expend for its celebration next week,
Among the many names here and
is found that of an old timer
who still dwells in Santa Fe but the
majority of them, have passed from
the stage at Santa Fe and are forgot- ten except by a few.
One of the historical addresses, at

the Centennial celebration thirty-fivW. F.
years ago was by
sounds
M. Arny whose very name
strange and unfamiliar to most of the
present residents of Santa Fe. He told
in this address of the reconquest of
Santa Fe by De Vargas and made it
clear that there were two "entries,"
one in 1693. which was celebrated by
a religious procession on last Sunday
and is thus celebrated every year,
and another in the year before, after
a stiff fight with the Pueblo Indians,
Santa Fe will celebrate with a
.
pageant on July 4. He said:
The Pueblos were permitted to re- main in undisputed possession of
Santa Fe and all of New Mexico for
the next twelve years. In 1692 the
e

'

commissioned Diego de Var- gas Zapata Lujan Ponce de Leon as
Governor and Captain General of New
and at once dispatched him
from the City of Mexico to El Paso
thence
to command an expedition
in purpose to that with which
Otermin had failed.
It marched for
Santa Fe August 31, and, so far as the
records show, met no serious armed
resistance until within the immediate
vicinity of the city. Here the Pueblos
were assembled in large force, and,
upon the approach of the Spaniards
.
mem l,uanic tm
wenti r.
ill to give xl
iui ik
and deadly
view of the important
combat then about to ensue the troops
in line were by the priests admonished
to cleanse their hearts of sin, were
administered absolution and the bles- sing, and counselled to courage in the
name of God and the king. ' The bat- tie commenced about daylight on the
morning of September 13, and lasted
great fury and bravery and with
heavy losses on both sides till late in
afternoon. At about 3 o'clock the
Pueblos began to weaken and waver
and give way. The Spaniards pushed
their advantage and about sundown
they marched into the city with flying
,colors; and the soldiers, weary with
the fatigue of the campaign and with
that day's Incessant fighting, soon
took up comfortable quarters in the
of the Indians. Quite a num- ber of citizens of those who were ex- nelled from the country in 1680 and
who had lived at Santa Fe had esked
obtained permission to return
with the army and avenge their ex- Dulsion.
Thev found unon enterine
the city that during the twelve years
it was in possession of the Pueblos it
had in all respects conmletelv chane-ed its character from that of a Snan- ish town to that of an Indian pueblo,
With its capture Spanish supremacy
aeain established in tho rountrv.
1

tary command and a large number of
emigrants mainly from the cities of
Queretaro, Sombrerete and Zacatecas
in Mexico, the emigrants being in
charge of Lieutenant Governor Juan
Paz Hurtado, a name Irequently met
with in .the archives of the time
bracing a period of more than forty
years. -- Nearing Santa Fe De Vargas
despatched runners in advance to
certain and report to him the
ment of the Pueblos concerning his
At Santo Domingo he was
return.
joined by the Indian Luis, whom he
e
had left at Santa Fe in charge of
lie affairs in the year previous, and
he and the runners reported,; that
during the absence of the Spaniards
the Pueblos had become disloyal and
demoralized, that learning of their
approach they were determined to
oppose them to the death, and that
there were then collected upon tfte
west of Santa Fe
mesa, 21 miles
was made to fjtfl
whence Otermin
back, a large force ready to give battie.
It was subsequently ascertained
that the Pueblos had induced sundry
of the wild tribes to promise their
assistance in the impending war
against the approaching Spanish army, but that their allies failing to
come to time they concluded not to
Interpose by themselves the'
The
tance they had contemplated.
command of de Vargas was composed
of one thousand five hundred persons
the
or more, including emigrants,
families of these and the soldiers,
On December 11 the command
ed the present town of Agua Fria,
six miles from Santa Fe, where It
camped five days. Luis was sent
ward to the city, and he reported
that preparations were making there
to give de Vargas not only a
able but triumphal entry into the city.
On the 16th he commenced his march
with drum and fife and flying colors,
and at the head of the column on
horseback he marched in at the west
The entire people
ern edge of town.
were assembled in a multitude upon
the plaza to receive him, the men
tanrniH nn nno cirio and thft- Women
on the other. The troops, having
entered the plaza, were formed in
open ranks to allow the priests to pass
through; and when these arrived to
where the Indians had erected a large
wooden cross chey knelt before it,
chanted the litany and celebrated the
Te Deum Laudamus, and General de
h
Vargas addressed the assembled
titude in a speech. The ceremonies
of reception . concluded; the com-th- e
mand marched to an eminence near
town, believed to be that now in sight
of the plaza about a quarter of a mile
to the northeast, where the Indians
senti-casio-

n

pub-ther-

-

resis-whic-

h

reach-Vicero-

y

peace-simil-

mul-wit-

had prepared quarters for the soldiers
and the emigrants, the former, being
in the full possession of all parts of
the city. This was still in about the
same condition, as when, the Span-housiards left-- , it the year before, the
works and intrenehmenta for defense
remaining unimpaired. The principal
buildings which the Indians had bura-an-d
ed thirteen years before were mainly
still unrepaired, and de Vargas com- menced the worn oi restoring mem.
He sent to the mountains for timber
for work upon San Miguel church,
the same old Roman. Catholic edifice
which stands now on the south side
of the river near the bridge on the
s
road leading from, the southeast
ner of the plaza. Adjoining this old
church immediately to the north
come in and declare their submission stands yet one of the identical buildand soon the whole of them except ings built and occupied by the Inwnen isanta J?e waB a pueDio,
the most distant and most. ittaebessi-man- s
erected very probably
ble were again in obedience to the and, though
:
.three centuries ago or more, it is still
eovernment and thp rhnrrh
and is now inHaving thus attained their first ob- - in good perservation,
-other portions
ject of the expedition and rendered habited. There are in antique-lookinfeasible the second to wit, the re- - of the city a few
n
settlement of the country by the re-'- i Buildings showing Pueblo Indian
no
of
them
or
all
some;
chitecture,
with
of the expelled
settlers
their families and the introduction of, doubt contemporaries of the one just
i
;.;
new immigrants the new Governor referred to;
The "Palace," which had been- parand Captain General determined to
return with his whole command to El tially repaired by him, was occupied
Paso. The great object of the vicere- by de Vargas during his former occugal government was the resettlement pation of Santa Fe, and was now in
of New Mexico, and if possible the the exclusive possession and use of
puebloization of the nomadic Indians the Indians. The General determined
in the province. General De Vargas to move about Christmas from his
determined to select and appoint, be- quarters on the hill into the city with
he gave
wherefore,
fore leaving, from among the Pueblos, his command,
some capable and trustworthy rep-- ! orders that all of the public buildings
resentative to keep loyal and govern and sufficient of the others should be
the natives during his absence. The vacated to make room for the rank
person so commissioned was an In- and file of the army without delay.
dissatisfaction
dian of the Pueblo of Picuris named The Indians evinced
It was apparent that
Luis, a man of fame and influence at the order.
among his people, the Pueblos. And they intended to resist its execution.
on the 17th of October, 1692, de Var- Indeed their preparations for doing
gas set out from Santa Fe, first des- so soon became manifest; and incontinently they declared that, the Spanpatching the main body of
including artillery, supplies, animals, iards should not come into the city
captives, prisoners, and so forth, with at all, and,' manning the entrenchorders to await him at the Pueblo of ments on the plaza, bid them defiance.
Santo Domingo, going himself wtth an At daylight Christmas morning de
escort and some priests by way f the Vargas inarched to the assault and
Pueblo ot Pecos, now abandoned. confronted the works of the rebels.
Soon after his arrival at Pecos" two In anticipation of terrific fighting the
was given .the
hundred and fifty people were baptiz- whole command
ed by the priests into the Roman sacrament and absolution and given
Catholic church. On the 20th of De- the blessing by the priests in full
While these
cember he reached El Paso and went view of the enemy.
into camp at San Lorenzo near that ceremonies were proceeding the rebbattle-shouand with
place, after an eventful and very suc- els raised the
their bows and slings hurled at the
cessful campaign in New Mexico.
Reporting in extenso his operations troops from the works a shower of
and successes to the governor at arrows and stones and the engageThe troops, with
the City of Mexico, he was soon au- ment commenced.
thorised by the royal audience there the animating old Spanish battle-crto make another expedition into, this of "Santiago"! rushed upon the works
amid a hailstorm of missiles. A porprovince with a view to its
tion and permanent occupation. ' On tion of the outer wall was soon carOctober 1L 1693, he marched from ried, but to gain the plata others had
and
1
Paw tor Santa Fa with his mill' to be scaled, or demolished;
.:

es

cor-wa-

5

g

ar-tur-

.

-

t,

y

,

A

beams and ladders were soon on the
The enemy
ground for the purpose.
within fought the assailants with
determination, and among other efforts to repulse poured boiling water
upon them as they ascended the ladders or undermined the walls. De
Vargas was advised of the near approach from the west of reinforcements to the enemy; and he at once
despatched some squadrons of cavalry
to prevent their incorporation with
The
the main body in the plaza.
cavalry charged and routed them, but
they rallied again and attempted to
reach the city, when they were again
attacked, and, after considerable
fighting, finally beaten back and dis
In the mean time the fight
persed.
ing on the piaa continued unabatV
and until dusk, when both parties
ceased, neither having any perceptible material advantage, though the
Pueblos were greatly discouraged,
mainly on account of their heavy loss
in killed and wounded, the serious
wounding of their commanding war
captain and the failure of the reinforcements to reach them. In the
battle about one hundred and seven
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on

before the Territorial Supreme Court
Kansas, has the right idea about her Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M
home town. She declares that
is no idea about her home
HARRY O. MOULTON
is no worse than a lot of other towns,
but it is going to be better than most
Attorney-at-Laof them.'" The New Mexican has met
people in Santa. Fe who have made
themselves believe that Santa Fe is
e
Pueblos were killed. The num- about the worst town in creation, and
Santa Fe, N. M.
ber of their wounded or of the killed it has met others who declared that
and wounded of the Spaniards does Santa Fe is good enough for them and
Formerly Special Agent, O. L. O.
not appear. As the troops n xt morn- therefore does! not need any betterLand Claim and Contests a Specialty
the
about
were
assault, ment and that those who do not lik3
renewing
ing
de Vargas discovered the demoraliza the
way the town is run are at liberty
WILLIAM McKEAN
tion of the Indians, who were soon to leave. How much more commendAttorney-at-Lathereafter seen flying from their en- able the attitude of the woman mayor
Mining and Land Law.
trenchments and from the city. He at of Hunnewell!
New Mexico.
once marched in with the royal ban
Taos,
ner in the air and with martial music,
Before arguing the tariff question
PROBERT & COMPANY
and, amid the victorius and trium- any
further, ask yourself whether
Investment
of
shouts
the
Spaniards, again
phant
reoh
the
list
has
free
hides
Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
took formal possession of Santa Fe placing
Laids,
no
is
bill.
duced your shoe
There
Loaned for Investors
in the name of King Charles the
it thatymany things are high- - We Money
different
Second.
Concealed in
have for sale general stocks ot
is
but
but
the
tariff
nowadays,
houses of the city were found numer- priced
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise;
ous warriors, some of them wound a small, if any factor, in . that high and other Business Opportunities
This is an age of high wages
ed, an They were brought into the price.
Taos county.
and short work days, and these are throughout
Bank References Furnished
presence of de Vargas at the Palace more
in
factors
the
selling Taos.
important
. . . . .
to tie number of seventy, who orderNew Mexico.
ed, their execution forthwith, and, price of commodities than the tariff
ever been.. When any one imag
DR. C. M. RILEY,
being first absolved by the priests, has
will make clothing
they were marched out by his ad ines that free wool
Physician nd Surgeon.
Veterinary
as
is
himself
he
deluding
of McKillep's
jutant and shot. The Pueblos during cheaper,
Graduate
Veterinary
the night preceding the fall of the city much as those who argued that free College of Chicago.
had themselves executed several of wool hides mean cheap shoes.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
their principal men among them de
Dentistry a Specialty
human
in
eternal
the
Hope springs
Vaijgas' friend and representative,
Office:
East side of plaza, corner
account
From the Indian families fall- breast. In reading over an
Luis.
and
of
Frisco
Shelby Sts.
ing into the hands of the Spaniards of the Fourth of July celebration at
Phone Red 138.
at the capture of the city four Santa Fe in 1876, that is 35 years ago,
hundred young women and children the following sentence was struck:
KARL FLEISCHER
were retained and distributed among "The plan of building a grand hotel
Artie
the families of the whites, the recent- somewhere in the central portion of 134 Calle de
Vargas
to
accommodate
the
the
comers,
city
whom
arrived
among
ly
immigrants,
Santa Fe, N. M,
were also distributed large quantities is talked of by resident capitalists.'
of captured produce, consisting mainOh, Joy! Uncle Sam is proceeding
ly of five thousand bushels of corn,
and other against the magazine trust which has
of wheat,
The women mayor

of

0

Hunnewell,
"Hun-newe-
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Ders an I sell bonds and
and sells doaees- transfer of
wocMeavas Bberal terms as
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bans,

quantities

been muckraking the

supplies.

to beat the band. It is time to quote
again that old proverb about people
THE UNIVERSAL GAMBLING
in glass houses, which has ap
living
SPIRIT.
plication so frequently even in Old
It is still being said, even in NeT Santa Fe.
Mexico, that gambling cannot be
stopped, as little as liquor selling can
Santa Fe should do better by its
be stopped or regulated. But, as Les- baseball team. ..Many who will not atlie's says in its latest issue: "The tend Sunday games had an opportunfederal government .long ago sup- ity to demonstrate Monday that
week day games would pay. But they
pressed lotteries. New York state,-icommon with others, has abolished didn't. It was "the best game of the
race track gambling, while municipali season and yet the paid admissions
ties here and there make sporadic at- only numbered seventy.
tempts to close professional gambling
places. Any attempt to revive legalthe Democrats tinker
The more
ized public gambling in this state with the tariff, the more certain they
And make of overwhelming
will be promptly
suppressed.
Republican
there is no reason why officials charg- success next November.
enforced with the responsibility of
ing the laws may not enforce them
There is one medicine tUat every
successfully against gambling. Pubshould be provided with, and
lic gambling had been running wide family
daring the summer months
especially
Oklaopen for years at Muskogee,
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
vi.
Cook stop
homa, but Commissioner
Diarrhoea Remedy. It is almost cer-- 1
ped it the other day in just fifteen tain to be needed.
It costs but a
minutes. The names were secured of
Can you afford to be without
quarter.
to
man
in
be
the city known
every
it? For sale by all dealers.
running a gambling game., To the invitation to call at the commissioner's
If you want anything on earth try
office every one of them responded,
a
Want ad in the New Mexican.
behind
closed doors he gave the
and
profession a little talk, the beginning
and end of which was 'Gambling has
got to stop in Muskogee.' As the result, public gambling ceased in just
fifteen minutes."
The same applies to gambling in
Santa Fe, to selling of intoxicants on
Sundays or to minors, or to habitual
drunkards, it can be stopped in fif
teen minutes, if any of these offenses
are being committed here.

FOURTH

OF JULY

ONE FARE

that it is the Standard Oil trust that
has done more to make petroleum
and petroleum ' products cheap than
any other agency; that but for the
(splendid business management, the
the
utilization of every
ot all waste, coal oil
elimination
would be dearer than It is today. Also
get rid of the idea that it is only
a few people who own the big corporations. There are 120,000 stockholders in the United States Steel
corporations and these with their families and relatives represent at
least a million people, or more than
one person of every hundred in the
United
States. The Pennsylvania
railroad has 65,000 stockholders; the
American Telegraph and Telephone
Company, 60,000;' the Standard Oil
7,500; the New York Central and Santa Fe system each 30,000, and other
great corporate activities in like proportion. It may be said that there are
but few people who if they do not own
stock in one of the big corporations
have relatives who do, or else are directly or Indirectly dependent upon
those tery corporations for employment or business. Some of the big
corporations may have offended but
extent than many an into no
dividual In business who feeling the
crush of competition on the one side
and the pinch of dishonest customers
on the other, has resorted to the nearest weapon at hand to make ends
.

,

For the
Round Trip
To All Points
July 2d, 3d
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

124126

TELEPHONE 88 BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS
ATTRACTIVE DINING
AMERICAN OR w
KOOM-G- ood
PLAN
Service.
EUROPEAN

COURTEOtJS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs.

Secretaire.

E. LINNE1.

'

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

7:30 p. m. s
JOHN H. WALKER.
H. P.
.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

eF

Thirty seven rooms, newly; and neatly famished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an 1 phone.
FINK SAMPLE BOOM.

THOS.DORAN
Proprietor.

CHEERFUL DINING
R00H. FINE CUISINE

Santa Fe Commander
No. L K. T. 'Regular

nlava fmirth Hf fin.
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30
p. m.
CHAS. A. WHEELQN, B. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

1,

HOTELS

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE S IDEAL

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

RATES

Ann

Coronado Restaurant

Santa Fe liOdge of
Perfection No. 1, 14th
Orders
degree. Ancient and AcDay & Night. Regular Meals 25c.
cepted Scottish Rite of
in
Hot 4 Cold Baths. Electric Lights ;
rooms
Furnished
connection.
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month
G. LIPE HERRERA, Prop.
::
:: r :
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in 222 San Francisco Street
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Fcotish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.

run

Short

S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F, STEPHENS, 32
,

SOFT DRINKS

Secretary.
5

B. P. O. E.

'Santa Fe Lodge No.
; 460: B. P. O. E. holds
Vits regular session on
the second and fourth
' Wednesday ' of each
month. Visiting broth
ers are invitea and

4th

Ife fefinta ve ttmste to tte tfofr as atmrjti md
GttGEI ALE, WO CBERtf , LfcC S&L CS3 EZX
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLL
:: x x

Qeauine Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
driiks sade fran
ilVfiitered
water

welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
''
Exalted Ruler.

SANU

FE

BOTTLES

VC3S

C1Y
Proprietor.

CARDS

TTORNEYS AT LAW

Wells Fargo & Co. Express

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorney

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa
Fe Dam No. 80, L O. B. holds
Practice in ue nisfl t Court as Its
session at 8 p. m. Meetings
regular
well as before tiie Supreme Court of
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
'.he territory.
ers are always welcome.
New Mexico.
Lug Cruces,
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
W. C. WAf.D
Territorial District Attorn y
For han Miguel and Mora Counties
.New Mexico
Las Vegas, . ...

C. J. NEIS,

C.

'

.?

'

Secretary.

a,

'

Brotherhood

ABBOTT

J. ? AttofMyt-LaThe way that political leaders on
both sides are skirmishing about and
Practice In the District and Suputting their heads together, it seems preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
as If they feel in their bones that attention given te all business.
statehood Is coming poco pronto.
Mexico
Banta Fe,

All Parts of The World

Mrs.

:

aa4 Inconvenience by Parchastaf Wells
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
'
Checks and Foreign tony Orders .

Cnyaw Mnfiay

"MwJ

fj

Payable

of

American yeomen
Meets veejcond
and Fourth. Thurs
days, v Dilgado's
Hall. H. foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cer.
Bee,

meet'-;-

TO

i'

287.
1

General Express Forwarders

President

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.

Chas. R. Easley
Chas. F. Easley..
f
EASLEV & 6A8LEY.
1
Attorneys at Law. ....
Practice in the courts nnd before
.1:
:
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N M., branch Office Estan-ciN. M.

fi-'V-'Ne-

Santa Fe, N. M

C. KENNEDY.

MONTEZUMA

Santa Fe Chapter No.
1, R. A. M.
Regular
convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at

J. D. SENA,
Secretary.

C

L

Master
CHAS.

Santa Fe all the way.

E.

Blocks From Depot
One Block West oi Capital
Two

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave.

H. H. DORMAN,

Return Limit, July 5th.

PROFESSIONAL

WASHINGTON AVENUE

7.30.

-

.....

.

cation first Monday1
of each month at
Masonic - Hall at

in New Mexico
"sIle0F

,

boohs is surra with private bath
Cuisine and
Large Samnle
Table Service
Room for ComUnexcelled
mercial Travelers

MASONIC.
Montezuma
Lodge
No. 1, A. F. & A. M.
Regular communi-

;

Before denouncing big corporations
because they are presumably owned
'
by. billionaires who luxuriate on the
money that is wrenched from the poor
consumers, it is well, to remember

William Vaughn, Prop.
,
One of the Best Hotels in the West
,.

,;.

Fraternal Societies

trusts

other

The Palace Hotel

U.

Ibroufhoot

S.r Canada, Mexico

asd afl Fordfa
Cetatries

IK

remtttanCs&sent by telegraph

' r.

J. D. BARNES, A5i.t;

Daisy

Farmer.

Santa Fe Camp

1861. N. W. A.
meets second Tues
day each month, so
clal meeting third
Tuesday at Elks
HalL Vlstlnc neigh.

G. ytf ffRICHARD
If It had not been for Senator Owen '
of Oklahoma, a Democrat, New Mexdots welcome.
Attorney ana Cesmellor at Law
ico would be voting for state officers
L. G. WHrrnSS, Coantl
Praetloe in all the DHtriet Com
next month.
te eases CBaS. X RISING, clerk;-- . .,
and aim HOhttMiGw
,

.
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FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
Per hire
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XAvic FIVE

,
They are Misses Helen and Bessie
E. C. Corrigan, Ella Kinsella
PERSONAL MENTION
MILLINERY BARGAINS
and Mrs. Denvery". They took dinner
at the Montezuma hou-!Mrs. James u. acupman has
James Goss, a
,,
traveling x,,
c
affpp a
ONE THIRD
man, is at the Palace,
at
the Valley Ranch on the
A. M. Clinton of Kansas City, Mo., journ
On
miles
of
east
upper Pecos, twenty
Fancy Ribbons Flowers Veils
is at St. Vincent's sanitarium.
Santa Fe.
This Month Only.
J. F. Gibbons, a meat salesman of
Blake Franklin, district law office-fAlbuquerque, is at the Palace.
the 1'nited States forest service
Engineer John H. Walker is con- - wlU leave
tonight for Arkansas, where
fined to his home with illness.
Edward PeLallo. a business man ofihe wil! att?nd a rif's of hearings in
South-Eas- t
Corner Plaza
claim cases upon lands in the national
Cerrillos. is at the Coronadn. '
Nelson L. LeGrand of the U. S.i forests. The hearings will occupy a.
'
Forest Service, is at the Palace. , (week or ten days, vafTer which Mr.
"
'
Mrs. I. H. Rapp and daughter Helen Franklin will take e vacation trip in "
,
leftthis morning for U Angeles, Ca,- - j
n the MeXv
Cy In
tt- '
the nuke City garden truck was dam- for fhe forest serv.ee. w,ll assume Lg(!d by the
Miss True and Miss Bryan of Paja-'ce- r
bnphp. Km
rito. In' the Espanola ' valley,' are at, charge of tUe legal department during off, frets and fences
and small b'uild- absence.
Mr.
the Palace.
Franklin's
.
Albuquerque ings were damaged.
A peculiar
e
M. M. Padgett, editor of the.Las Ve- - Herald,
of the storm was there was not
gas OpUc, arrived today and is regis-- !
Miss Bessie Thornton has gone to a cloud in the sky all night and the
tered at the Montezuma.
Kansas City to visit friends.
remained
about the
temperature
Theodore Stephan, one of the prom- same.
Mr 0A Mrc a n
rfv,
Michael,8-!E:c- :
Abbott, with Douglass WalUer
returned from the cliffs BANK PRESIDENT REELS
John Joerns, clerk of the fourth Ju- fas chauffeur,
WHEN FOUND 'GUILTY,
a very interesting auto trip. The
after
dicial district arrived at noon today
to the cliffs per auto now seems
trip
and registered at the Montezuma hotel. no
longer a very difficult feat and Reichman of Carnegie Trust Company
Dr. L. G. Bass, a prominent ChicaGuilty of Making False
many people are making it.
go surgeon, is in the city with his r
Statements,
son E. H. Bass who has been visltlne
.PEACHES ARE RIPENING
at Las Vegas.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Uexlcan)
IN CARLSBAD REGION.
Major W. H. H. Llewellyn, of Las '
New York, June 28. Joseph B.
Cruces, was down from Las Cruoes
Reichmann,
formerly president of the
Are Owned by C.
Monday on his way to Alamogordo to Lar3t Orchards
Carnegie Trust Company, was found
H.
McLenathan
G.
F.
and
j
Tracy
attend court. El Paso Herald.
guilty today of making false state,n La HuertaW. A. Fleming Jones, secretary of
ments to the State Banking Departthe New Mexico Conservation Com- -'
ment.
X- 28.-The
Car!sbad.
June
M.,
mission and a prominent lawyer of!
Under
Bail.
$10,000
commercial peach is ripening someLas Cruces, is at the Montezuma.
New York, N. Y., June 2S. Unless
Dr. and Mrs. T. P. Martin, are on!nat earlier than usual and tne first the court grants the motion for an ar
was
8niPment
made
yesterday.
their way to their hpme ln Taos from
rest of Judgment, Reichman will be
and various New Mexico peaches. have been on the local
sentenced
next Friday. Meanwhile he
ket
for
timeBOme
- but are not erown
where they have been visiting.
continues at liberty under $10,000
The
standard
varieties
extenively.
M.
:
Ralph
Henderson, a newspaper-bail.
man of Albuoueraue. is in th r.itv and now getting ripe are the Mammie
When the verdict was announced,
and
the
Carman.
will
Shipment
will write a lenethv article on
be by express for the next week or so. Reichman. who had entered court
Fe for the Albuquerque Evening Her
In the first part of July shipping in this morning confident of acquittal,
ald.
reeled and would have fallen if a court
car lots will begin.
Captain W. H. Jack a prominent! The commission men and the
peach officer had not supported him.
mem- of

if w

.
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guishing features predominating in our stock of

J

Boiler)

"
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v.

Style, Elegance and Workmanship are the distin-

fea-tur-

i

I

Neckwear

i

H. F. STEPHENS.

W. E. GRIFFIN,

I

MISS A. MUGLER

i

Your Patronage Solicited

I

and JABOTS
SPECIAL SALE

-

O. C. WATSON & CO.
Offices II9 Sao Francisco

St

, Santa

2

Fe, New Mexico

a

Circassian Walnut
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OF FURNITURE

.

RRICES TO SUIT EVERYBODY

15ctsjo$l.00

;

mar-poin- ts

-

We do not advertise a SPECIAL SALE without
doing just as we say.

SntRoH

stockman

Palace.

TRY US ON THIS SALE.

;

Grant county and

W. N. TOWNSEND & GO.

SHE BROKE DOWN ENTIRELY
ments for the handling6.. of the crop,
His home is in Silver, but the last
s.
Lantz, W.
Tebe Talbott,
day or two they have had
p!t
of this place, says, "I had been trouto do some tall hustling to get
Percival Lowell, a well known pert pickers and other help to take bled with womanly ailments for some
astronomer, who spends the greater care of the fruit that is turnine rine time, and at last I broke down entire-- !
part of the year viewing the heavenly about ten days ahead of calculations. !y. I got so weak I could scarcely
planets through the big telescopes V. L. Gifford of Stockton, Cal., will walk across the room. Thanks to;
in the Lowell observatory near Flag-- . have charge of the picking,
packing, Cardui, I improved right oft. Now I;
'
staff, Ariz., passed through Lamy on and the shipping of the crop. He has do my housework, and am
Santa Fe train No. 4. Mr. Lowell was had long experience in the business well." During the past 50 years,feeling;
more
on his way to Boston and was accom--; in California and has already demon-panie- than a million women have been bene- strated that he knows how to meet un- filed by taking Cardui. You must beby several friends.
lieve that Cardui will help you, too,
A party of Chicagoans who are sum-- , expected conditions,
The larKest orchard is owned by C. since it helped all these others. Par- mering-'a- t
the Valley Ranch came to
the iity today per auto and spent part ' H McLenathen and F. G. Tracy and Idul is a safe, harmless, veeetable
of the time shopping and sightseeing. 1? located in La Huerta. a suburb of remedy, of positive, curative merit,
Carlsbad. This is the first commercial for women. At drug stores. Try one
crop, though it produced some peach bottle. It will surely help y- -

at the

THIS WEEK ONLY

Va.,--Mr-

!

f.

Elegant Styles

Magnifcent Display
--

'

AT-

)

FURNITURE CO.

ACKERS-WAGNE- R

LOW CUTS

'

It to Appreciate Its Beauty.
COME AND SEE THE DINING ROOM SET.
You Must See

i

j

-'

Tho nHnnfnal v.plii.
ties are Mammie Ross, Carman, El-- ,
berta and Crawford's late.
These
varieties ripen from the last of June
to the last of August, the Crawford
coming in August. The crop Is est!- If coffee upsets digestion
mated at thirty-fiv- e
cars for the hun
dred acres of marketable peaches.
and nerves, quit it, and use
There are many small1 orchards in the
.well-madproject and the total crop will be
over fifty cars.
,
The Santa Fe railw.ay is doing everything possible to get the crop to
market in good condition. A side
1 track has been built in La Hue
i iivi w s
accommodate the shippers and the
ivviuuu
general superintendent, fteorcre Stark.
weather, gave orders to have the spur
:
built in time. The largest shipment
'will be made from this point.
i
Mr. Gifford Is well pleased with the
fruit conditions here.. He was rather
astonished to find such thrifty 'peach
H:
orchards ' outside of California. He
j finds
'that the tree"s"'have made re
markable growth, while the quality of
the fruit surpasses his expectations.
This season demonstrates fully the
faith F. G. Tracy has had in the peach
was sound. It is through his persist- j ent work that the commercial
peach
of the Carlsbad project has become a
Fine, Ripe and Sweet.
PR

YOU intend to seccure

Let Reason
Talk to Habit

Adequate Insurance
Eventually,
Phone Black

?

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

No. 52

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

&

Insurance Agency.

-

e

The Pathway to the

;

Is
frequently
trodden by those

'

knowledge of medicinal chemicals is
slight. The Druggist themselves are
largely dependent
upon the manufacturer for the quality
of chemicals dispensed. For that
reason, we use
Squibbs Chemicals
only, to Safeguard
our Customers as
well as Ourselves.

--

nMt..i)

KAUHE

a

CO.

'If Your Instep is not Strong WATERMELONS,
ONE OF OUR

reality.

IN STEP SUPPORTERS

...WE ALSO HAVE...

,

WILL HELP.

'

BRAWLEY VALLEY CANTALOUPES

Arch Props and Supporters.
JOHN PFLUEGER THE SHOE MAN

-

Can't Be Beat.

i

Butt Bros.

Co.

Our Stock

of WATCHES, CLOCKS, SILVERWARE, CUT J
GLASS, FINE CHINA and JEWELRY is selected
il
personally, and we stand back of every article.

"Always Reliable"
DRUGGISTS

In

Phone

161

--

Night Phone Red 58

vnw.

Special

w VAMT7
I yJL l 1 Mm)
lla C

14

" San Francisco

' Street

RIVER

HATS

MEXICAN
New and Foil Assortment

Latest

in;

Santa Fe Cherries

in Hand
Post Cards.

OUTING

SUMMER

FOR THAT

Buitee Mineral Water,
Soda,
Ginger

at the

Jewelry that is Absolutely Reliable.

i

Kinds

Mw Auto Srarik

SOME SATISFACTION

:Why ImportilineralfWater? MORI SKERRIES
Celebrated

GOODS CO.

!

If there is anything wrong with
STRAWBERRIES. Santa Fe's climate,
ask the weather
bureau.
If the sun goes on a vacation, the clouds take, a day off, the
Absolutely Delicious.
moon shines with less luster, or the CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
wind blows with unusual vigor, consult the weather bureau. There are :
SIGN WRITING
men there who make it their business
to study these phenomena and
First Class Work Guaranteed
: ': WHEN YOU CAN GET THE
and it is a cold day ln
i
MID BLACKBERRIES
cannot
these
that
explain
they
July
;
Maiden
matters. Several Santa Feans were
I
r
puzzled at the haze which enveloped PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
.
of
All
the foothills around Santa Fe this
n
309 San Francisco
4
Ale
morning. The condition was unusual i
Hijrh Ball
Street
but would have no
ln
this
country
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
Sweet and Sour :
doubt been en regie in Baltimore or
some of the other,
cities
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.
of the east. The haie was due to the
;
CO. We always-leaSANTA
MINERAL
in our Fruit dust gathered in great quantities by
the wind which swooped down da
and Vegetable Line. ; Always first Santa Fe yesterday, says the weather
on the market. You never will man. Alarming? Not at all. For one
would rather have the dust In the
CARPENTERS
For Health Seekers .and Rest Seekers
be disappointed.
foothills than around the plaza.
AND CABINET MAKERS.
Santa Fe seems peculiarly favored
Mountain Hearth Resort, 22 mile 'from Santa Fe on main Una of Santa Fe,
by nature In being sheltered in a
mllea from dapot
one and one-habasin for the wind, however severe
Tent bungalows, ln Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished for
for this region, was not strong enough FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
'
- H.
to to much damage.housekeeping and ready for occupancy.
CO.
.SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE
and"
In
Las
Vegas
Albuquerque it
WILLIAMSON RANCH,
, "
was"
'
severe
much
"
for
the
morei
very
i
- e
.
Glorlatt, N. M.
, :
Phone, led I
downpour which accompanied the All Work Guaranteed.
HOOD

DRY

...in buying:...

SANTA FE IS SURELY
NATURE'S FAVORITE CHILD.
Wind Storm Does Much Damage
Las Vegas and Albuquerque;
Simply a Hare Here.

SEL1GMAN

A Swell Line of

whose scientific

j

S

ADOLPH

StoreJ
Drug
most

j

POSTUM
Tht,,

PRICES CUT TO MOVE OUR LARGE STOCK AT THE

Great Saturday Special Sale, June 2i.

j

I

and Gentlemen.

RATI

.
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Oxfords for Girls and Boys, Ladies

of Unique San Jnan Potter,

Artistic

Color- -

Framing

,

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San

;

Francisco Street.

fog-ridd-

THE

FE

WATER

J. P. Steed

& Son

1

'

I

-

j"-

HUE

,
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-

-

SERVICE
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j
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v
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Water Hesters and Percelaters
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-
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A
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$3.00.
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Santa P

Pone Black IX

AND; NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS

PLACES

fori

;

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafins Dishes
Tea Pots '.
Electric

Santa Fe Water and Light CompanjJ
-

a

un4r

.

'

New Mexloo.

8aaaaaaHHaas

Electric Irons That Stay Hot

Electric Toasters
4

UP

A

ordtr

-

SOLE AGENTS
WIRE

PLANTS, Fruit In 8eason. Wedding
and Tshla BnuaUAtt and DaeAraftiana.
Funeral Designs.
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Cilt Flowers
A Specialty
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St. Louis Rocky
Pacific

Railway

&

Company

FOR

1

19

pm

,

4
11
16
20
25
31
42
49

i

4
4
5
6
6
5
6

Cunningham
....Clifton House N'.M
Katon. N. M
Ar

55

10 15
9 49

Koehler
iiOoifsx
Oerrososo

9 05

Ar
Lv

"5

i
94
--

Ar

.

bO

30
15
05
45
25

1

...... ....

80

FOR SALE Seven
room
house
bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenus.

....

houses.

8 20
8 02
7 46

WANTED Horses to pasture at
Bonanza, $2.50 per month. Inquire
Box 127, Santa Fe, N. M.

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

pm

i

E. S. Andrews.

pm

Extra work, few hours

WANTED

ilOonnecta at Colfax with E. P. & 3. W. Ry, train both Northr,and"Soutb.I
daily, by experienced bookkeeper and
SStage for Van Houten x, M, meets trains at Preston N.IM.I
XY
Speaks Spanish.
Stage leaves Ute Park, NT. M for Hllzabeihtown. N. M., at 9;00 a. m, dally except stenographer.
in care of New Mexican.
nnd&ys, Fare fe uu one way $3.50 round trip ; fifty pound bagsaze carried free.
0. & 3. train leaves Des Mclues, N, M- -. for the south at 11;11 p. m. arrives from the
th at 4:38 a. in
TYPEWRITERS- I.

G. DEDMAN,

J. VAN HOUTEN,

Superintendent

F. M.

V. P. & G. M..

WILLIAM,

From Santa Fe and

ufjfr

Men-ic- e,

PSfei

EAST

iifliAriajSitajl

OR

jfosteJ

iSPFND THF iTH OF

.1111

v!

De Vargas Pageant,
Races, Base Ball Game,
Band Concert,

FARE FOR ROUND TRIP $

Prnm oil CroiJnnc in Ham or Din HrnnHa D D
iiuut an tjiaiiuiid uu vwiiTki umuuiauuw iv. n,

M

J

jj

2, 3 and 4.
July 6.

1,

MEXICO STATE

Fl

ALBUQUERQUE,
October 9,

10, II, 12,

IJ,

above-mentione- d

cross-examin- e

Ji

Indian Dances,
and Fire Works.

Return-Limi- t,

TIMETABLE ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

14, 1911,

Herald.

,

At Work in Socorro.
The territorial engineer says that
The following are the time tables he has found no more enthusiastic
e
of the local railroads:
good roads enthusiasts than the peo-nlof Secorro. Six automobiles and
"A. T. A S. F. Ry."
Leave
twenty citizens took the governor and
8.10 a. m. connect with No S west his party out to inspect the work on
the Blue canon road and sucn a turn
bound, No. 10 eastbound.

EXCURSION RATES ON ALL RAILROADS

are
12:10 out certainly Indicates that they
Gem
the
at
down
on
the
job
boosting
m.
p.
The work on the road from So4 p. mp connect with No.
Premium List and Program.
l, west- City.
Write
corro to Magdalena, which will greatbound.
route from river to
Returning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30 ly shorten istheone of the most importmountains,
p. m.
kind in cenJOHN B. McMANUS,
ISAAC BARTH,
7:20 p. m. coned with No. 7 and ant improvements ot this
tral New Mexico and the way the peo9 westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound
Secretary-Manage- r.
President.
ple of Socorro county are developing
Returning arrfv at San Fe 11:19 enthusiasm
speaks well for the pro
p. m.
gress of work on the north and south
valley road in which Albuquerque, as
D. & R. Q. Ry.
well as the territorial engineer, is
Hilario Garcia, of Santa Fe, N. M.;
Notice for Publication.
Leaves 10:15 a. m. for north.
interested. Albuquerque Jourchiefly
Dem-eriTeofilo
N.
of
M.;
Herrera, Lamy,
(07533. )
Arrive 3:05 p. m. from north.
'
."i .. I
.".
nal.
Ribera, of Pecos, N. M.; Jesus
Copy to forest supervisor, Pecog,
7
Lopez, of Pecos, N. M.
N. M.
New Mexico Central Ry.
STOCKHOLDERS MEETING.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Department ot the Interior,
Leave 6:45 p. m., conlects with No.
The
regular annual meeting ot the
N.
M.,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
2 east and 1 south and west
Register.
of the New Mexican
stockholders
June 13, 1911.
Arrive 3.18 p. m. with connections Printing Company will be held at the
TO AND PROM ROSWELL
Notice is hereby given that Jacinto
from No. 3 east
offlce of the company In the city of
Connections made with Automobile
Ortiz, ot Rowe, N. M., who, on June
Santa Fe at 7:30 o'clock p. m. on MonNE
line at Vaughn for Roswen, dally.
F. S. Rexford, 615 New Tork Life
9, made Homestead, No. 9530, for
July 10th, 1911. All stockholders
day,
l
section 35, township 15 N, range Automobile leaves Vaughn tor
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., says: "I had will take notice and govern theml
'
at 8:30 a.
und arrives at
a severe attack of a cold which set- selves accordingly.
11 E, has filed notice of intention to
;"
r
at 3:30 p. m. Automooile leaves tled in my back and kidneys and )
proof, to estabmake final
JOHN K. BTAUFFER,
lish claim to the land above described, Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. ra. The was In great pain from my trouble.
Secretary.
,
before register or receiver, TJ. S. Land fare between Santa F and Torrance A friend recommended Foley Kidney
Santa Fe, N. M., June 26, 1911.
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 21st is $5.80 and Between Torrance and Pills and I used two bottles of them
Roswell f 10. Reserve seats oa
and they have done me e world of 'If you want anything; on earth Try
day of July, 1911.
For sale by all druggists. ; a New Mexican want ad.
by wire. J. W. fftockard.
Claimant names at witnesses :
good."
Returning arrive

for

U Santa Fe

......

o

r

-

Rob-wel-

1--

a.

Dr-an-

,

GRAND CELEBRATION

Ticket on Sale July

-

r,

IN SANTA FE

ONE

-

-

EUGENE FOX, a. f. & p. Agent,
El Paso Texas.

RATE OF

Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Ne
Ribbons and sup- TRYING TO STRAIGHTEN
platens furnished.
THE RIO GRANDE.
plies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
Ail repair work and typewriters guar River Resists Efforts of U. S. ReclaPalace.
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter
mation Engineers to Confine it
J. F. Gibbons, Albuquerque; Mrs.
Phone 231.
Within Surveyed Banks.
R. P. Rueth, Chamita; Miss True and
Miss Bryan, Paiarito: Dr. L. G. Bass,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
tne
ine Kio uranae is
H. Bass. Chicago: R. M Hender- Small Holding Claim No. 3241013809 ions ot tne united resisting
btates reciama-- ; g0n, Albuquerque; Nelson L. Le
Department of the Intend,
tion engineers to confine it within Grand, Forest Service; James Goss,
United States Land Office,
the banks which they have settled up-- , Chicago; Captain W. H. Jack, Silver
Santa Fe, N. M., June 10, 1911.
on lor its roadbed. When the diver-H. D. Tompkins, Kansas City;
Notice Is hereby given that the fol- sion dam was being constructed at city;
Theodore Stephan, St. Michael's,
lowing named claimant has filed nothe government forces spent 'zona.
tice of his intention to make final ?10,000 in. an
attempt to cut off a
Montezuma.
proof in support of his claim under large horseshoe or
curve in
M. L. Fox, Albuquerque; W. A.
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March the river's channel at old Leasburg,
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854). as amended in
order to straighten the channel, and Fleming Jones, Las Cruces; O. J.
by the act of February 21. 1893 (27 avoid the washing away of land valu Durand, Albuquerque; W. H. Brown,
Stats, 470), and that said proof will able to the reclamation project. A new City; R. G. Cobbett, Tesuque; X T
be made before U. 'S. Commissioner channel was hnilt rlirectlv arross the
ou
ui, . a. owuuieuem Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. M., on
and th mtOT. nf th river Alcalde; J. H. Herzstein, AlbuquerJ, ueaavme;
July 17, 1911, viz.: Manuel Garcia de diverted. But the Rio Grande is now!ue
jonn u
Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn,
an inrPSBant warfare to eet Taylor, Kansas City; W. H. Ashley,
w- - Ashley, Las Vegas;
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3241, tract
Percy
int tho ,han,,pi whinh it had Kate
MrS- - T" Pl
Sa"na- Kin Sees. 20 and 29. T. 21 N., R. 1 W., held for
fTine'
many years.
DenHe names the following witnesses
Martin, Taos; George F.
Earl Patterson, the engineer in vpr. R n r.lll(, ,tv. nPowers,
to prove his actual continuous adverse
'
about
at
the
dam,
Leasburg
f
C. "c. Chase, Den- Kangas
possession of said tract for twenty charge
two weeks ago completed over an ver; H. W.
Koeneke,
Wichita, Kas.:
years next preceding the survey of
eighth of a mile of riprap work, put P. B. Paline, Jr., Chicago; J. A. Walthe township, viz:
of stopping the
ter, Chama; J. M. Harney, Buckman.
Ramon Garcia de Garcia, J. J. Sala-za- with the Intention
its old chanCoronado.
Pulidor Martinez, Noberto Gar- river from again seeking
un
work
is.
even
this
proving
nel, but
Epifanio Mora, Ramon Mora, Galis
cia, all of Cuba, N. M.
ha'd
his
to
throw
and he has
teo; Edward De Lallo, R. Granito, Cer-Any person who desires to protest availing,force
the river bank be
entire
against the allowance of said proof, low the workalong finished and build nllos; J. C. Greenhan, Coalinga, Cal.
just
or who knows of any substantial reaUnassisted physical
son under the laws and regulations of more defenses.
to be inadequate
has
labor
proved
COUNTY INSTITUTE NOTES.
such
the Interior Department why
is being
and
task
the
for
dynamite
proof should not be allowed will be
used to assist the work. The banks
given an opportunity at the
are not rocky, making the erosion
time and place to
Yesterday could well be called
harder to Flower
the witnesses of said claim- easier for the water and
day at the institute. The
believes
but Mr. Patterson
desks of Conductor Brumback, and
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal control, will
all
the Instructor
be able to stop
that he
of that submitted by claimant.
Elliott, were liberally sup
encroachment if flood waters do not plied with beautiful flowers.
A double
MANUEL R. OTERO,
come to undo all the work he has so handful of sweet
peas and a bunch of
Register.
far accomplished.
sunflowers
found a place on Mrs.
Upon the success of the work he is Brumback's desk, by the side of yes
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
When
terday s gorgeous
Sealed proposals wail be received now doing depends the saving of the
bouquets.
which the re- the institute convened at noon, Mr
by the County Commissioners of San immense settling basin
'
reserved
Garcia came forward with a
ta Fe County. New Mexico, up to clamation department has
means bunch of beautiful roses, and large
In a
twelve o'clock noon on Saturday, the for the dam, and its failure
few well chosen words,
1st day of July,. 1911, for furnishing the complete destruction of $10,000
presented
to- them to
our conductor. Among other
all material and constructing three worth of work done originally,
been things he said, that the
since
has
all
with
that
gether
knowledge
said
in
bridges
county, located as
and good things gotten by the teachaccomplished.
ers in this institute were to be likened
One Bridge over the Santa Fe river
to the sweet fragrance of the flowers.
on Canon Road within the limits of
Miss Amy Whitman, one of the class
the City of Santa Fe.
FLASHES
EDITORIAL
of last year's graduates, from the
One bridge over the Galisteo river
Santa Fe high school, is among those
near the town of Galisteo.
who recently enrolled at the institute.
One Bridge over the Galisteo river
Miss Whitman is an applicant for a
Have Patience, Says Senator
near the town of Los Cerrlllos.
Mexican, certificate, and is working diligently
of the N-editor
P.
P.,
All the material and work shall be
in eliminating the blue to secure good grades.
furnished and done in accordance did not succeed
The institute voted to have Superhim an'l Tom and
but
with the plans and specifications now ballot entirely,
toiied down a intendent Conway appoint a commitshade
the
got
s'm'others
on file in the office of the County
tee on resolutions, and the following
Clerk et Santa Fe, New Mexico, little Raton Range.
were appointed: Miss Anita Bergere,
where they may be seen and examin '
Miss Mamie Siceloff, and Jose Ortiz
Those Smooth, Persuasive Ways.
ed and copies procured.
Fornoff says the fishing is y Baca. The committee was requestFred
Each bid must be accompanied by
From ed to report Thursday afternoon.
county.
a certified checK in the sum of 10 per .rnnri in Rio Arriba
methFred's
of
During the opening exercises yesseen
have
we
what
cent of the amount of bid.
Said
he wouldn't need a hook and line; terday morning, Mrs. May Caldwell
ods
to
check
be drawn upon-somsolvent
engage the fish in recited the poem entitled "The Roar
bank doing business in Santa Fe he would simply
and make them waiK of the Sea," Miss Theresa Pettine,
conversation
county, New Mexico.
Adam,"
out of the water. Albuquerque Iigh Hunt's "Abou Ben
Parties desiring so to do may also right
and Jose Silva read a composition on
Journal.
'
submit plans and prices of their own,
Ancient Santa Fe.
and the Board of Commissioners re
Professor Bailey, again took charge
Just So.
serve the right to reject any and all
Mrs. Springer declares that Von of the penmanship period, and workbids or to accept any bid made that
her in the face a couple ed diligently and earnestly with the
in their judgment is for the best in Phul slapped
and
that was w'uy Hen wood students. The teachers are to be conterest of Santa Fe County, New Mex- ot times the
Whea a married gratulated upon having the services
up
tiok
quarrel.
of a professional penman of
ico.
high
lsdv eets to galavanting around with
I. SPARKS,
a gent who has no better manners than rank.
The
first graders voted a Sight sesChairman of the Board. to
slap her face, it is time sne caueu
sion in order to catch up with the inGEORGE W. ARMIJO,
deal off and went home instead ot
the
stitute manual, and Tuesday night
Clerk of the Board.
getting some other gent into a pistol found them in school for
an hour and
Albuquerque
her.
to
avenge
fight
-

Per rates and full information address
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WEST

0s
WEBSTER'S
NEW

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary la many years.
Contains the pith and essence
ox an autnoritative
library.
Covers every field of knowlAn
edge.
Encyclopedia in a
The Only Dictionary with the
ew uinded Page.
400,000 Words.
2700 Pages.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
ball s million dollars.
Let us tell you about this moat
remarkable single volume.
single-book-

.

titralan, eta
Verne this
paper and
we will
send free
set of
Pocket

auto-nobll- e

'

'

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription

Is a positive cure for weakness and disease of the feminine organism. It allays
inflammation, heals ulceration and soothes pain. Tones and builds up the nerves.
Do not permit a dishonest dealer to substitute for this medicine which has a
record of 40 years of cures. " No, thank you, I want what I ask for."
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant pellets Induce mild natural bowel movement once a day.

a half vigorously attacking psychological and pedagogical puzzles.
One of the many sweet girl teachers presented Mrs. Brumback with
a delicious ice cream cone just as it
was time to ring the bell at the morning recess. It didn't work. The
conductor can do two things at once.
It seemed as if "infinitives" and
"participates" had an understanding
with "stocks and bonds" to make existence a burden.
Manuel N. Montoya was selected by
the institute to be county manager for
Santa Fe county, representing the
New Mexico association. It will be
his duty to see that every school
teacher in the county is well informed as to the annual meeting of the
New Mexico Educational Association,
which meets in Santa
Novem- -

I am In that line myssif.
"I have really not washed myself,
except the obvious portions of my faco
and hands, since the time somebody
else did it for me.
"I do, indeed, yield to superstition
that has become enormously attracit.

i

tive in the nineteenth century, ani
that is to indulge in a cold tub, but
that is not washing. I do it as a 3tim.
ulant. I think sometimes I might have
done better had I taken some whiskey
instead."
LETTER

xt
Fe-ne-

UCI.

The book companies have been continuously pouring in literature about
their different publications, and the
institute has been well supplied with

reading matter.

COLLISION OF TRAINS
NEAR ENQLE DAM.
Elephant Butte, N. M., June 28. A
large number of prominent people
who were passengers had a narrow
escape from death, and many sustain
ed minor injuries Saturday when thei

j

offlce at Washington.
Ardela, Filiceta.
Atz, Fred.
Connor, Bee.
Clark, John.
Cecil, Walter.
Dohnaho, Mary.
Alsmored, Sue.
Elliot, Lillie.

Eitel

Geo.

Edmonson, Park.
Fox, T.
Gonsales, Frank.
Gallegos, Eduardo.
Gull, Grace (2)
Gurke, Wm. F.

reclamation service motor car collided with an engine drawing a string
of empties.
The accident occurred
about a mile from the camp between
two of the three forty foot cuts, the
motor car being en route to the camp
from Engle. It left here shortly after
noon. The passengers were Mrs.
Reed, wife of District Engineer W. M.
Reed; Miss Ruth Reed; Mrs. Yeo,
wife of junior engineer Herbert M.

Yeo, and Dr. J. Dale Graham, camp
physician, who took the train for Albuquerque at Butte junction. Passengers getting off the train who joined
the crowd on the, motor car were Engineer Reed, W. H. Franklin of El
Paso, Engineer
Taunterloy from
Yuma, Ariz., and Miss Eunice Harral
of El Paso. The car was in charge
of Stuart Baker. All went well until
the car was within a mile, of c?imp
wnen it hit the engine and cars en
route from Elephant Butte to Engle.
Many of the passengers had time to
jump when they saw that a collision
was imminent.
Engineer Reed was
the hero of the occasion as he jumped
off the car and held on to the side in
an endeavor to stop its momentum.
While Mr. Reed was painfully hurt
while being dragged along he succeeded In checking the speed of the
car. The train brought the motor
car passengers back to camp. Engineer Reed who sustained a bad snrain
of one foot is now able to be around
on crutches. All the other hurts con
sisted of bruises and cuts sustained
when the passengers threw themselves off the moving car. The latter was not badly damaged.
As the motor collided with a hand
car some time ago, the service officials will take immediate
precautions
to see that such an accident is im
in
the future.
possible

L9f.

List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postofflce at Santa Fe, N.
M., for week ending June 24, 1911.
Tf Tint railed fnr Within tn.n vranl,.
they will be sent to the dead letter

'

Korkin, Jose.
Kearney, A.
Johnston, Christine.
Hamm Mining and Milling Co.
Hetzler C. A.
Hamilton, C.
Herlow, Mrs. T. A. (2)
Lucero, Juanita.
Lindsay, Mrs. W. E..
Maes, Manuel.
Mitchel, Ed.
Medcalt, Paul.
Ortiz, Margarita.
Ortiz, Isabel.
Ortiz, Natividad.

Pino Juan (Tesuque)

'

Mrs. E. M.

Rivera, Maggie.
Reichert, Wm. ;
Sparks, Wm.
Stewart, W. C.

"'

.

Vijil, Eloisa.

Ia calling fer these letters pleast
state whether "advertised" er net '

Hi

GEORGE BERNARD SHAW
SEEMS TO BE A PIG.
London, June 28. George Bernard
Shaw does not see much use in washing one self every day. He says he
does not do it himself and is no less
a genius for
At a meeting of the Coal Smoke
Abatement society, he said:
"Smoke is a common thing, and 1
know little about it, Geaius is an uncommon thing, and I kno y all about

it

E. C. Burke, Postmaster.

An absolutely safe snd harmless

Restorer of

HeeJthy Digestion.

Recommended
by the medical profession; prepared by Saiz de Carlos, a physician, surgeon and pharmaceutist ol the
highest standing in Europe.
Stomallx is not a mere stimulant or tern,
pprary aid. making the patient the victim
of a drug habit, but it ugradualand benign
in its effects, restoringtheexhausted. overtaxed or diseased digestive functions to
perfect health and capacity to perform
their work unaided.
Physicians who have used noother medicine than Stomallx where their patients
have sufiered from chronic gastritis,
la,
gastialgia, anemia, ulcer of the
stomach, dysentery, and other stomach
troubles, report that these diseases have
yielded to the remedy, in cases of thirty
years' standing.
,
Stomallx is the best and safest treatment
for the cure of diseases of the stomach and
intestines. It is invaluable to brain workers, it benefits the youthful and the aged,
it corrects the ailments of children, ana is
absolutely harmless.
'

For Sale by au Druggists.

E. FOVCERA & CO.

New York.

Agents. V. S.

S3 CALIFORNIA
EXCURSIONS
San Francisco, $45.20
Returning via Ogdea, $56.50.
Returning: via Portland, $62.50

June 27 to July 5, Aug. 7 to

11.

Los Angeles, San Diego, $35.20
August 14th to I7th.
June 1st to September 30th,
Portland, Seattle and Tacoma,
Direct Routes,

.

$41.90
$55.00

Rot-wel-

Dates of Sale, June 27th to 30th,
Return limit, SepJuly 1st to 5th.
tember 15th, 1911. Liberal Stop-OvPrivileges.
.

five-yea-

A

tion for about three months can say that my
health was never better."

j

1

points
Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance. Thence

ROUTE

j

et-i-

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

BEST

see a member of the county commisWhere Reform is Needed.
sion I was asked for the full facts in
Editor:
the case which I cheerfully gave. He
Some time ago you published the told me to
go to another county com
law regarding the flooding of roads missioner and have him instruct the
by water from Irrigation ditches. It justice of the peace to swear out
seems to me that it was plain enough warrant. The second county commis
so that "he who runs may read." sioner told me it was up to me as a
Several days after you published property owner to get out the warrant
the statute the road on the east of if I wanted it. I went to "the justice
my property was flooded for over a; of the peace; he declined to get out
half mile and I thought best to see the warrant without an order from
what could be done about it as the the road overseer. Then I called up
water flowed from the flooded road on the road overseer and talked to him
to my property.
After the road had and one of the county commissioners
been flooded for the third time and at the same time. Both told me that
the justice of the peace had made they did not see how the justice of the
no move in the matter, I went to see peace could refuse the warrant. Again
the road overseer. He told me that I went to the justice of the peace, but
he had no power to act in the matter he was plainly afraid to take the case
but was glad to refer me to the chair giving many reasons for his not doman of the good roads committee of ing so. Then it was that I gave up
the Commercial Club. When I called discouraged and disgusted; but Mr
other reader
up this gentleman over the phone I Editor, perhaps some
was told that the club had asked the) may wish justice and I am sure they
county commissioners to see that the are welcome td my experience,
A RANCHER.
law was enforced. When I went to

Hotel Arrivals.

Q. P. Agent,

ASK FOR TICKETS

THE

Backache

Is only one of many symptoms which tome women endure through weakness or displacement of the womanly
organs. Mrs. Lizzie White of Memphis, Tenn., wrote
Dr. R. V. Pierce, as follows :
" At times I was hardly able to be on my feet.
I believe I bad every pain and ache a womaa
could have. Had a very bad case. Internal
organs were very much diseased and my back
was very weak. I suffered a great deal with
nervous headaches, in fact, I suffered ail over.
This was my condition when I wrote to you for
advice. After taking your 'Favorite Prescrip-

Mr.

FOll SALE Two spring wagons, 80
Plymouth Rock hens, 1,000 feet poultry netting, 8 moveable poultry

9 32
8 65

TjV
Cimarron
Cimarron
Ar am
Nash
Harian
Ute Park, N. M...Lv

Cottage on Marcy
Lowitzkl.

D S.

FOR RENT Six roomed brick cottage. Bath, range, light. O. C. Wat.
son & Co.

00

155

...

Ktttou.N.M
Ar
... .OllftoD Honae N'M....
gPreston
Koehler Junction

2
68
76
82

16
43
00
ID
18
2S
45

4
3
3
3
8
2
2

T.vl

I.Lv

411

.1

3 35

20

Vigil
Thompson

0
7

2 30
2 47

12

Lv..Des Moines, N. H... An
Humaldo....
I'edman
I'apullu

0

7 30
7 40
05
g 20
s 35
63
9 io
9 85
10 00

2

RENT

July 1st.

FOR RENT Store room oa lower
San Francisco street. D. S. Lowitzkl.

(Head Up)

1910

STATION'S

Miles

am

3 07
3 45

RATON NEW MEXICO.

In effect Sopt. 1st

(Rtiad Down)

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 28, 1911.

THE FORUM
Ave.

GENERAL OFFICES

M.

er

&CDrkCa.
SpriaffWlO,

For further particulars call on
any agent of the SanU Fe '

.
1

1

II

S. LUTZ,

Agent

"
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TO MAKE BOOK ON BASEBALL

88aaj-a-

j

Turf Betting
Gambler
Finding
Dwindling Proposition, Prepare to
Invade National Pastime.

g

By GEORGE S. BANTA.

"Just like pouring so much
money In a hole," a merchant
often says when approached on a
the subject of advertising his
business. I will agree with him
in that statement, but I want to
explain just how I understand it
I want to remind
that man
how, down in Texas a year ago,
there was a company which put
nearly a million dollars "into a
hole." Finally, a vein of oil was
struck, so rich and so generous
in its flow, that the money the g
company put into the hole has
already come out again and
there is every indication that It
will keep on coming until it has
been paid back scores of times.
That Is the kind of hole into
which you put your money for
advertising. But you don't need
to go to Texas to find It. With
you, It is just around the corner $
at the newspaper office. If you
do not advertise, advertising will
never give your business a tonic,
move those shelf-wor- n
goods,
and put a swell In your ledger
balance.
I will admit that no merchant
can advertise without spending
money. Furthermore, real advertising takes lots of time and
thought and work. It is also
true that those fellows down in
Texas might still be wondering
whether there was really any oil
down below tnem if they had
been so attached to their cur
rency as to have been unwilling $
to pin it to their faith and send
It down Into the hole.
Which are you going to be

Bui-fal-

h

well-know- n

a
pessimist clinging
to the one talent you have, or
will you spend a part of It In
advertising that will bring you
haolr mn tatunt in tha nlaca of
one?
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selling weapon.

"How much and how often do I need
to advertise? This Is the first question the new advertiser asks of his
agency.
"It Is a telltale question, for the man
who asks it has never really mastered
the first rudiments of advertising.
"The muchness and the frequency
of advertising are taken for granted
by every experienced advertiser. It
is only the novice who imagines that
an economical limit can be set in adIf you
vance to advertising.
would merely keep pace with the
spirit of change, the spirit of restlessness, the constant movement of the
flesh and blood procession that lines
your street, you must advertise freely, advertise consistently, advertise persistently. There is no room for the
He is constantin advertising.

...

'

tail-end-

er Is now rounding -into form
iujy.
There was a rumor afloat that Reul
bach would be turned over to the Cincinnati Reds In exchange tor Pitcher
McQuillen, but this was denied both
by Clark Griffith and Chance.

rap- -

Johnson Asks Fewer Games.
Ban B. Johnson caused a flurry In
baseball circles all over the United
States the other day when he declared
be was advocating a shorter major
league baseball icneauie. The Ameri

can league cmei minus ue games
should begin late in April or on May 1.
Many baseball officials and critics
agree with Johnson In this. They are
wondering what action the magnates
will take.
Johnson argued that the training
trips should be shorter and the championship schedule shortened also. Be
thinks the weather is too uncertain la
April to permit of good baseball .

ly

hits.
It is no particular honor to bat only
.300 nowadays.
To be a star a player
must bat about .600.
San Francisco and Portland are having a great fight for the honors in the
Pacific Coast league.
Grover Cleveland Alexander is the
full name of the young pitching phe-nowho has been helping the Phillies keep in front
The athlete can learn better baseball on the prairies than in school,
but he should learn sportsmanship in
school, a thing hard to acquire in the
prairie games.
Gov. John K. Tener of Pennsylvania, the former Chicago National
leaguer, is putting In much of his official time around Philadelphia, and
likes to see .the games.
Manager McOraw has given orders
none of his players can play with
semiprof essional teams around New
Tork this year on Sundays. The Giant players have been picking up
some easy money every year that
way.
In the law suit between the owners
of the Boston National club it was testified that the directors "are called
upon hourly to decide such questions
as who shall play on the team and in
what order they shall bat" Of course
Boston is at the tall end.
Lewis Drucke, pitcher for the New
Tork Giants, sued the New Tork

'

8uecess for the Sticker.
William H. Hudson, contributing to
Judicious Advertising, asserts that
repetition of advertising Is a double-barrele-d

dropping-ou- t

of sight.
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YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.
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LaJoie Says Eccentric Southpaw, Now
With Minneapolis, Is Fast Enough
for Big League.

'

Larry Lajoie . believes that Rube
Waddell, the eccentric diamond actor,
still has the ability to travel In faBt
company. Nap says that the fact that
the Rube is with Joe Cantillon this
season will make him a big winner.
According to Lajoie, there is only one
man in this wide world who can handle Waddell right, and that man is the
present manager of the Minneapolis
American Association club.
"Cantillon will let Waddell bave a
"He won't
free rein," says Lajoie.
issue any orders, but he will put it
up to Rube entirely. I expect that
the Rube will pull off a select series
of his copyrighted stunts again this
, year, but I wouldn't be surprised if he
pitched fully fifty games for Cantillon.
I know both of them well, and, believe
, me, they make a good combination.
"Waddell is far from the
,

has-bee- n

Course of Tme Low.
with that
i, "So your engagement
.American girl is broken oft?"
fear It is," replied Baton Fucash,
1"Didnt
your family approver
V Tea,
tut my creditors utterly
failed to make themselves agreeable
:

toner."

-

If

.

PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and

you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.
YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
thera is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows, that
V
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAW$
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

right goods at the right price.
THE

MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
NON-PROGRESSI-

poor.

i

LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that m
(

The 61 Hew Hexican" goes into the
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches
every post office in Hew Mexico
Dt

pays to adwtiscB

ii

GEM

95

"lSnJ
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-

i
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' YOUR ADVERTISEMENT
in the local paper helps to
I
I build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise- p
I ments in its local papers.
i.
It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that ad1
vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.

V

"But if there were no changes in
the human stream that passes your
I
store you would still need to adver- street railway corporation for 125.000
tise and advertise frequently."
damages, claiming his arm had been
i
injured in an accident and the same
week he pitches and wins a game of
ball with that same helpless arm.
Advertising Is not a gamble;
They call baseball the "national"
It Is no more difficult or myste- - J
in the States, but at that it Is
game
other
rlous than any
legitimate
more of a public institution in Canbusiness activity.
"Rube" Waddell.
ada. In one of the cities of the Canadian league the clt- board of public
still possesses the stuff,
He
works had the work of making the stage.
remains for someone to
and
it
only
at
done
evpense.
public
Enthusiasm.
grounds
of him. Joe la the one to
out
it
get
baseball
writers, having
Brooklyn
grows enthuOut of
.
do
siasm and earnestness. For the man exhausted every other sort of critiin earnest nothing Is impossible. En- cism of the poor showing of the team,
"Jlggs" Texas Magnate.
thusiasm keepa men young and strong. now say there are not enough Irish"Jiggs" Donohue, former first baseIt la the steam in the boiler, the men on the team to make it a proper
And the same' man of the Chicago American league
Earnest- lighting organisation.
"Juice on the trolley-wir- e.
ness in a young man will make him day two "Dutchmen" were chased for team, has been signed as manager of
the Galveston league crab.
a hundred friends. Enthusiasm will ' umpire baiting.
help him over a thousand obstacles.
The Opportunist.
- Hyde.
Easily Can Fill theJMII.
Henry M- ...
.(
"Geewhllllkins,
Skilllngton," said
Pater Can you give my daughter
A Change.
Blabaworth,
meeting his Chicago tha comforts to which ana has been
Alack, alas! what's this we hear
friend in the corridor of a New Tork accustomed?
Concerning-- Juliet?
hotel, "you must be prosperous t I see
A stunning- blonde of yesUrrwu-- ,
Suitor Tes, air. I've breakfasted
Bhe's now a chic brunette.
you and Mrs. Skilllngton out motor- at your home, and I'm oertatn that I
ing In the park every blessed morning nan complain about the coffee, read
and afternoon. What doea it cost tha paper, demand the discharge of the
Incompatibility.
I oook and announce that 111 dine at tha
Tea," aays the artist," showing us your
his latest effort at depleting a land"Nothing at all. Blab," aald Stilling- -' einb.
ton. "The madam and I are enjoying!
..n
scape, '1 am wadded to my art"
"Well," we remarked, with as' much a tew demonstrations, that's ail. With
kindness as possible, viewing the St rixty nrclas. car. on tha market
Atrial mar-on- e
wiUie-Pa- paT
ean motor around New Tork twice
Bernard cow in tha middle foreground
with oonsiderable interest, "your art
a'Lue'v.Vatfa
'
Hpck lth
has good grounds for divorce." ;
wttjnm d. lotaBiT.

1

1

BUY- -

,

Left Her Wondering.
"Cheer oft," aha said. - 'Ton will
learn to lore' soma' other girt."'
"On, yea." no replied, "tra easy for
yon to say that, bit what tt ana war
-

a day

you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.

;

!

THE SUBSCRIBERS t0 the local Paper are the prosper- ous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO t

.

"
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YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
m to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU

John Titus, Philadelphia Right Fielder.
John Titus, the Philadelphia right bat, and when Pat was bought from
fielder, Is using a bat that has some the Cubs he brought it to Philahistory connected with it In 1894 delphia. Titus coaxed, and finally
Captain Anson' discovered a piece of Moran consented to let him have tht
timber that he considered ideal wood Dat. His first hit was a home run
for a baseball bat and he proceeded to over the fence off Bob Harmon of St
have it turned into a cudgel. Anson Louis.
Titus has been batting conin his day merely had to swing it sistently ever since he came into posand the ball would go to the fence. session of Pop's old smasher.
It is so heavy, however, that many an
Big Salary for La Crosse.
ordinary player would hardly care to
Ball players get fancy salaries, but
handle it. When Pop Anson retired
from the game he retained this great they are not the only ones. Newsy
will draw down nearly $4,000
stick as a treasure. At last when the
former star's belongings went under this season for playing La Crosse with
the hammer, Pat Moran purchased this the Vancouver team.
300ST FOR "RUBE" WADDELL

DiamoniL

fades.

u

fi&--C"

Raftering

Begin each advertisement with
the sparkle of life; then bring it
to an end before the sparkle

f

;

:
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wise-acr- e
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$800 a week out of the $1,500 taken In,
That gives them a percentage of be
tween 75 and 100 per cent.
OLD PROCESS IS TOO SLOW
"May be there are bettors in New
York who will like that kind of a Articles of Merit Will Eventually Sell
"There are
game," said a gambler.
Themselves but Advertising
more farmers in this city than in any
Speeds Good Results.
agricultural state in the union and
such a plan ought to prosper.
"This looks like a good shirt," re
"But, you consider that in faro bank marked the buyer.
of
the player has less than
"The best I have ever seen for the
1 per cent, and that In roulette he money," replied the naDeraasner.
has between 5 and 6 per cent against
'But I never heard of It," added the
him, can you Imagine how a sane man customer.
will prefer to lose his money against
'No one ever hears of It," said the
such a bunk and still keep away from dealer. "The manufacturer has the
a faro layout?"
Idea that a good shirt will advertise
.
itself."
"How does this theory work out?"
REULBACH STAYS WITH CUBS
shirts, and
"Well, we sell five
make to one of the
of the
three
Chicago Pitcher So Much In Demand unadvertlsed kind; and, besides, the
That He Will Not Bo Traded
advertised shirts are known and asked
Getting In Form.
for, the sale being virtually made with
out effort on our part, while to sell
of
cham
Manager Frank Chance the
one of the unknown brand it Is neces
pion Cubs, has had no little trouble
a customer's favorable
this season In getting his pitchers Into sary to change
of an advertised article, and
winning form and as In seasons gone opinion
that is neither easy nor worth while."
by Ed Reulbach has been one of the
This experience is not uncommon. It
slowest to round to.
It was rumor cannot
be denied that a good article
ed not long ago that Chance had dewill advertise itself, but the process
Cub third baseman Doyle looks like
cided to let the big fellow go, but
the thoughtful man who, on be- a merry clouter.
this Is doubted as the erratic pitch- recalls
ing told that coffee was a slow poison,
Charley Hall Is proving the ready
remarked, "Is it not very, very slow?" rescuer of the Red Sox.
Moral: Good advertising speeds up
It will be about a month before
good results.
games are won or lost by one or two

Ed Reulbach.

BAT

1

INTO A HOLE

S

Gamblers who have lost business
because thev cinM not nrnn
hettors
to interest in the running races at
Jamestown and Pensacola have turned
to baseball with the opening of the
season, and already handbook men
and ethers are preparing to drag the
great American sport into the bettbug
ring.
i Betting schemes which have been
o
known in Pittsburg, Boston and
for some years are being introduced in New York, and it is likely
they will be followed by attempts to
"make book" at the grand stands.
Handbook
men who operate on
from Forty-sixtstreet
Broadway
down to Fourteenth began to take bets
on the results of games with the very
first contest of the season.
Ticket
speculators, whom the new ordinance
has driven to cover and trouble, have
also gone into the business.
commisEnright, , the
sioner, who handles much money on
races and acts for poolrooms in New
York and Cincinnati, has prepared the
most comprehensive scheme of all. He
has solicitors out seeking clients for
a weekly pool on the number of runs
made by clubs in the American and
National leagues.
He has figured out that 1,500 combinations of four clubs of sixteen in
the two leagues may be made, and a
ticket on each of these sold for $1
will bring in $1,500 a week. Here is
the list of prizes his solicitors have
offered:
First prize, on highest total of runs
made during six days' play by a combination of four clubs, $300.
Second prize, for second highest
total made by a combination of four
clubs, $100.
Third prize. $50.
Booby prize, for lowest number of
runs made by a combination of four
clubs, $50.
Daily highest score of a combina
tion, $40.
Daily lowest score, $10.
Thus the gamblers can pay out only

OLD

POURING MONEY

If
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HISTORICAL

TITUS SECURES
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Andrews "Cash" no.
GROCERY
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X
X
Santa Fe, N. M., June 28.
X The weather for New Mexico X
is generally fair tonight and X
Thursday, not much change in

and BAKERY

Kansas City Meats

temperature.
Lanterns,

Lamps and Wicks

at

Goe-bel-

Cream on Sunday at Capital
City Dairy. Milk and cream always on
J hand.
Phone Black 188.
Another Great Comedy is "Priscilla
j
and the Umbrella." It's at the Elks'
tonight.
Big Children's Emporium In New
us children's cloth
I York, are offering
ing at cost for the next ten days,
order now at Goebels.
Dance at the Library Hall to
night, given by Young Men of Santa
Fe. Admission $1.50 a couple, visitors
free. Morrison orchestra. Girl's will
furnish lunch.
' Fourth
of July Committee This
evening at 8 o'clock at the Chamber
of Commerce rooms, the final session
lot the Fourth of July committee and
will be held. All those
interested are urged to attend.
Base Ball Game Schedule Manager
E. C. Burke of the Santa Fe base ball
team, announced the schedule of base
ball games to be played here as fol
lows: Albuquerque, July i; Ias Vegas
July 9; Raton, July 31 and August 1.
AttorSummoned to Washington
ney W. A. Hawkins of Alamogordo,
and Attorney R. F.; Burgess of El
Paso have been summoned to Wash--'
Ing in connection with the Chamizal
dispute.
Postal Bank Opens The govern
ment postal savings bank opened at
the Santa Fe post office yesterday.
Tiiere was not a single' depos'. tor. The
government pays two per cent inter- 2
j est on deposits and 2
per cent on
s
bonds.
Box Rents Are Due Unless box
.rents are paid before the first of the
month, Postmaster Burke will find ;.t
his disagreeable duty to close Just
TWO HUNDRED LOCK BOXES at
the local post office. And then there
viil be unkind words heard in the
lost office lobby.
a
"The Indian Maiden's Lesson,"
western drama with reat power. See
it at the Elks' tonight.
Sunday "Bert"
Played
Clancy
Clancy, son of the Assistant Attorney
General Harry S. Clancy, played third
base for the St. Louis Browns In the
This is
American League Sunday.
probably the greatest team Clancy has
ever played with and his Santa Fe
fan admirers are jubilant.
On next Monday, July 3. The Wil
lis Family Trio, a musical family will
Ice

!

neat, clean and experienced meat cutter will be in
(
charge. We solicit your inspection and patronage.
A

F. Andrews

S
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We wish to announce that on SATURDAY,
JULY 1st, we will have our MEAT MARKET
ready for business, handling a full line of the best
K. C. meats. You can get just what you like.

Phone No. 4.

UP.

I

Phone No.4.

Turquoise, Layeliers,

i

Amethysts,

Opals,

;

j

i

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
MEN are the
BUSINESS Men''
of
They keep their engagements on the minute and measure their time by a
to-da- y.

IN

GOLD AND SILVER

FILIGREE

...

WALTHAM WATCH
The Waltham is the most
That is
pendable of
why we make it our leader ami
time-piece-

s.

S.

why
"It's Time

You Owned a IValtham."
We have a wide assortment of Wc!-IhaWatches at a wide prico
range in thin models; plain and
fancy cases. See us about a Wal
taam

,

SPITZ,
The Jeweler

.

WOOD-DAV-

j

IS

Hardware

Company

Distributors

of

The Walger
New Model
AWninPj
THE BEST
-.
.-

AWNING

EVER PUT UP

-.
.-

plana chimes, marimbaphones and
many other instruments.- - Don't, fail
to see Miss Willis, the
child who is a wonder. Prices, 15, 25,
and 35c. At the Elks.
D. & R. G. is Accommodating
Up
on the request of
L.
Bradford Prince, General
Passenger

Agent F. A. Wadleigh has extended
the Fourth of July rates to Santa Fe,
so that tickets will be on sale July
1, the
Saturday before. The rate
from Alamosa and all points south
will be single fare for round trip.
Mounted Police, for the Fourth
Mayor Arthur Selfgrnan has appointed
six mounted police to serve on July
4th. They are: Edward Otero, Joseph
ez Tony Valdez, Alfredo Delgado,
Mariano jp. sena anu tucuaru nuuciMarshal Sena had scarfs printed for
them today and the mounted police
will doubtless be conspicuous on that
great feast day when many visitors
will be In the city.
Change of Program: The Indian
Maiden's Lesson; Prescilia and the
Umbrella; The Chief's Talisman. One
show, 8 o'clock.
That Indian uance Some of the
Santa Feans and visitors to the city
who went to San Juan Saturday to
see the dance are reported to have
been disappointed at the small number of dancers and danseuses. It is
stated on gooftt authority that the Indians intended to have a large dance
but that over one hundred of their
citizens had to go to Tierra Amarilla
on account of the Juan Cruz law case.
It is said there were fourteen government private detectives at the San
Juan dance fo see that nowhisky
was smuggled into the pueblo.
Hotel Clerks Are Busy This is the
season of tourists and also of Dan Cupid and the hotel clerks are losing
sleep worrying what will be the next
hard question! for them to answer as
they, lean over the hotel register and

rest their throats after yelling "Front,"
James Carrithers at the Palace is wondering how he will be able to get the
appointment as police justice so that
he will be able to marry couple who
come there for the nuptial ceremony.
Mr .Carrithers himself was married at
the Palace and he turns a friendly eye
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weak. gan on the way to the depot to take market closed
stocks were sold heavily in the last
"just one" drink.
Foraker'8 Demurrer Overruled The hour with some
of the Morgan. Gould
demurrer of U. S. Marshall C. M. For-ak- and
Hawley issues the weakest.
aealnst the J15.000 damage suit
Liverpool, eng., -- une 28. Closing:
brought against him by a man named
Yarborouga who was run over by
automobile and injuredV .was
yesterday overruled by District Judge
Ira A. Abbott at Albuquerque.
A Poeketbook
was found en . the 6
street and the owner can have same
by calling at Zook's Pharmacy, identifying same and paying for this ad

Cotton spot, moderate business done.
Prices 11 points higher. American
middling fair 8.68; good middling 8.36;
middling 8.14; low middling 7.94;
good ordinary 7.68;
ordinary
sales 7,000 bales.

Low-price- d

For-aker- 's

z

DAVID S. LOWITZKI

vertisement.
The Meat Market of Frank Andrews
will be opened on Saturday, July 1,
when he will be ready to serve the
very best Kansas City meat- giving
you any cut you want. See his change
of advertisement on page eight.
Death of J. B. Catron John Beaure
gard Catron, who has relatives in El
Paso and at Santa Fe, died at Walla
Walla, Washington, at the age of 49
years. He was born in Missouri ana
came to El Paso in 1882. from where
he moved to San Diego, California, in
1888. His wife, five sisters and one
brother survive him, one sister, Mrs.
W. J. Fewel living at El Paso.
SPECULATION FLUTUATES
ON THE MARKETS.
(By Special Leased Wire tor New Mexican)
Chicago, III., June 28 Rain in Southern North Dakota and scattered showers with seasonable temperatures elsewhere in the Northwest caused lower
::
prices here today for wheat.
90
to
89
at
started
September
and steadied around
to
a drop of
90 cents.
Corn weakened on account of Kan
sas rain and because of he outlook
for wet weather in Illinois. Septemto 1 cents lower at
ber opened
59 to 59
but later held at 59 4
8

c

Dealer in New and Second Hand

Ui

u

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware, Carpets,

m

Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, Etc.

o

JJ

n

QJ

jo

)
HIGHEST CASH PBICE

Q

Z

nra

SECOND HAND GOODS

2

New and Second Hand Goods Sold on Easy
Payments

ca

SWEET PEAS

Separate Colors or Mixed in Quantities to Suit.
Mail Orders Given Careful Attention.'

JAMES CMcCONVERY,

8

8

3

O

Phone, Black 204.

405 PALACE AVE

8

l--
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Short sellers and profit takers took
who
toward all
an active hand in selling oats. On the
blushingly ask his assistance in these
ensuing break, though leading bulls
matters.
SepThe
Hot Day Yesterday
tempera- gave the market good support. .
off, at 44
ture yesterday reached 83 degrees al- tember started 8 to
to 44
fell to 44
and rallied to
though the minimum was 61 degrees.
The relative humidity at 6 a. m. was 44
The, provision market sagged In cononly 32 per cent and this moderated
the heat very much. In the evening sequence of the backset to grain and
there was heavy rain In the mountains hogs. First sales were a shade to
lower with September delivery
to the east but in Santa Fe only a 17
few drops fell. The lowest tempera- $15.35 for pork and $8.27 2 for both
,. ,
ture last night was 58 degrees and lard and ribs..
Wall Street.
there was considerable wind early in
The irregularity which has chased
the night. This forenoon a heavy
haze, very unusual in this section, the stock market for several days was
hung over the mountains in all direc- again apparent today. . Speculative
tions, in fact, the high mountains to trading was confined chiefly to a few
the west could not be seen at all. of the leading stocks and the market
Victims of Temperament Marshall became narrow and dull, following a i
E. Kirkpatrick, Socialist mayor of brisk selling movement at the outset
Granite City, Illinois, has ordered his which was attributed to large individpolice force to take drunks home and ual operators. Acceptance by Brooknot to put them in jail. "Men who lyn Rapid Transit of the city's Subway
drink are victims of temperament and offer and its rejection by Interbor-oug- h
not criminals," the mayor declares.
Metropolitan apparently were anDrugged In a Saloon Deputy Sher- ticipated In the wide movements of
iff Robinson of Polke county, Iowa, these stocks yesterday and they were
was drugged in, a Chicago saloon yes- comparatively
quiet today. Toward
terday, but thp. prisoner in his care, noon stocks became stronger, reaching
C. E. Duggan, who was being taken about the levei of
yesterday's close.
back for wife abandonment refused to
Bonds were steady.
Close Was Weak.
escape and took Robinson to a hospi- tal. Robinson had stopped with Dug- New York, N. Y., June 28. The
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SANTA FE HARDWARE
& SUPPLYCO.

THE
Closing Out Sale to Begin THURSDAY,
'

m

jummmm

JUNE 22nd. for

One Week Only

PAIRS LADIES" OXFORDS will be sold for a good deal less than
cost. This Closifia Out Sale is Odds and Fnrk...nnp. nr twn nairc
of a kind- - They are A No. 1 Goods, American Lady Make, made by the
largest shoe house in the world,

no

They ate made well, latest styles, smart and snappy in eve y particular
r.

t

SfiGE

miarhtv well made
Oxford to hold its shape and place
on the foot. It must fit all over
cr it will slip and rub.
To make a perfect Oxford is an art that the Largest
Makers of Shoes in the World have mastered in the
American Lady Shoe, v
In every sense it is the best shoe for the money.
.

hava a hrge line of American Lady Shoes
in the newest and best styles for Spring and
Summer Wear. Come in znd let us show you
'
what real shoe satisfaction is.

We

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS t

$4.00
3.75
3.50
3.25

now

"

"
"

$2.75
2.60
2.50
2.25

$3.00
2.75
2.50
2.00

now

"
"
"

$2.10
1.75
1.60
1.00

.

THIS will be the biggest snap that was ever offered in Santa Fe. These
shoes must be sold regardless of price. Do not buy one pair, but 2 or
3 pairs, and put away for next summer at such ridiculous prices.
Don't forget the date, June 22nd

NATHAN SALMON

